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Chapter 1 -  Making your Amiga speak

Unlike any other computer I can think of, the Amiga has a speech synthesiser 

built in to it  Not only that but it has the built in ability to read a text file and 

speak it through the speakers in your monitor.

The computer's voice is very easily customised, and can be high-pitched 

a feminine, deep and male, or neutral like a robot And all these features are available in both 

AmigaBASIC and the Am igaDOS Shell.

Firstly, don't be too disappointed at the way the Amiga speaks. It doesn't talk like the robots and 

computers on Star Trek, or something like that Speech synthesis has moved on some way in the last 

few years, but it's still not as flexible and express-ive as a real human voice.

You can get the computer to produce very intelligible speech, and a lot of fun it is too. But 

nobody will mistake it for a real human voice, no way.

The Amiga's voice is made up of BASIC building blocks of sound called phonemes, and these are 

put together to make words. If you program in the raw phonemes you can make speech in any 

language -  German, French, even Japanese.

There is a device in Am igaDOS called the narrator device, and if the file narrator.device isn't in 

the devs (or device) directory of your boot disk, you won't get any speech out at all. The narrator 

device takes the phonemes in and spits out human speech.

Speech in AmigaBASIC
To get the Amiga to say something in BASIC you can go several routes, the easiest of which is using 

the TRANSLATES keyword. Try typing the following into AmigaBASIC:

lain:
INPUT “Type soiething you want ie to say: “;a$ 
SAY TRANSLATE)(a$)
GOTO lain

run this and anything you type will be translated and spoken by the Amiga (make sure the sound is 

turned upl). To see the phonemes that make up your typed sentence, simply add the line

PRINT TRANSLATE)

like so:

lain:
INPUT “Type soiething you want ie to say: “;a$ 
PRINT a)
PRINT TRANSLATE) (a))
SAY TRANSLATE)^))
60T0 lain

This program speaks the text and prints out two lines which look like this:

This is your Aiiga speaking 
DHIHS IHZ YOHR AHHIY36AH SPIY4KIHHX
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The second line is the phonemes which make up the spoken version of your text. Although this looks 

like nonsense to you and I, the narrator device understands it and generates the speech.

The TRANSLATE) command saves you the trouble of learning all about the phonemes and with 

this command all you have to do is supply the text for the TRANSLATE) command to read. 

Sometimes the computer will translate something you type and it will sound really muffled and 

unintelligible. To get around this problem, you must type in the text you wish to translate more 

phonetically, the way it sounds rather than the way it is spelled.

The name "Phil", for example, sounds like "fieel" when you shove it through the translator. I get 

around this by typing FIL instead of PHIL, as this sounds more like my name when the Amiga says it  

So, experiment to get the best sounding words in your sentence.

Speech modes
There are a number of features you can use to alter the way the Amiga's voice sounds. These are 

called the modes, and they are employed in AmigaBASIC using what are called mode arrays. There 

are bits of data held in a DATA statement somewhere in the program, which control the pitch, 

speed, sex and quality of the voice.

Each number in the array, added to the SAY command using the READ DATA commands, stands 

for one of the parameters of the SAY command. Each number controls a variable, like the numbers 

on a dial on the front of a stereo. Each parameter can be set to a number, and these settings have a 

noticeable effect on the voice that the Amiga produces.

The format for the SAY command is like so:

SAY

or with the mode array added:

SAY

In most cases you will add the TRANSLATE) command too, otherwise you need to type in the 

relevant phonemes for the words you want to produce.

Here is an example of using the mode array. It has been set up in a variable called BO O % , and if 

the words I wanted to say were "Phil is great", I would type:

SAY TRANSLATE$(HPhil is great"),BOOZ

The modes for the various settings are taken from the variable BO O % , and the words are spoken 

using that voice.

Table 1.1 gives you a list of the different parameters you need to set to alter the default settings 

for the Amiga's voice.

When you use the voice, you usually just leave the channel assignments to the default value, which is 

suitable for most tasks. But for certain programs you might like to have some kind of stereo control 

over the four channels, two on each side.

If you already have a piece of music or a sound effect playing in one of the other channels for 

example, or if you want to get a stereo panning effect, Table 1.2 gives you all the parameters for the 

channel assignments.
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Parameter Range Use
pitch 65-320 The pitch of the voice in Hertz. The default setting is 110, which is a 

medium-pitched male voice.
inflection 0-1 0 means die voice has inflection, 1 means die voice is a robotic monotone.
rate 40-400 Speed of die voice in words per minute. Default is 150.
voice 0-1 Gender of die voice, 0 for male, 1 for female.
tuning 5000-28000 Sampling frequency, which can be thought of as the quality of the voice. 

Default is 22200.
volume 064 The loudness of die voice. Default is 64.
channel Oil Assigns die audio channel for the voice.
mode Ol Synch mode. 0 means that BASIC will wait forth Say command to finish 

before die program continues. 1 means the voice will start, and die 
program will continue underneath it

control 02 Control mode. This is a trifle complex. If die mode is mode 1, then die 
control mode can be activated to control how the voice is processed in the 
face of multiple Say commands. If it equals 0 then the first Say command 
is processed then the next one and so on. If it equals 1 then die Amiga 
stops processing voice statements altogether. But if it is equal to 2, then 
the Amiga chops off the first statement and goes straight on to the next 
one. I can't see you using this mode much, but at least you know what it 
does now.

TaMrl.f. SAYprnmutwi.

So you have an idea of the kind of voice you want, how do you program it in BASIC? It's easy. Try 

the following program:

FOR D=0 TO 8: READ BOOZ(D): NEXT D
SAY TRANSLATES ("Hi Phil, thanks for teaching ae how to speak.M),B00Z 
DATA 250,0,130/1,22200,64/10,0,0

The first number in the DATA statement is the pitch, which is quite high at 250. The next number is 

the inflection, which is turned on with 0. The next number is the rate of speech, which in this case is 

130 words per minute, slower than the default setting.

Next is the gender, which is set to 1 for a female type voice, where the voice has been modulated 

for a more female sound. Next is the sampling rate, which is set for the default rate of 22200. The 

volume is set to 64, and the final two values for mode and control settings have been set to 0 to

keep them out of your hair.

Using phonemes
Instead of using the TRANSLATE) command you can 

just type SAY followed tty a string of phonemes. For 

example:

SAY “DHIHS IHZ YOHR AHHIY3GAH $PIY4KIHNX"

makes your Amiga speak the words This is your 

Amiga speaking. Table 1.3 shows a list of available 

phonemes for you to use in your AmigaBASIC and 

Am igaDOS programs and batch files.

Takk 1J. Cfci— t/ n l f — wSr far ftto.

~VdHe QumneKs)
0 0
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 Oandl
5 0and2
6 land 3
7 2 and 3
8 Any left channel
9 Any right channel
10 Any left or right pair of channels
11 Any single channel
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Placing stress on a syllable using phonemes is done by 

adding a number after the phoneme, like so:

KAE5T

where the A  in the word CAT is stressed. The number 

between 1 and 9 indicates the amount of stress to be 

placed on that one syllable.

Finally, a full stop at the end of a string makes the 

voice prop in pitch at the end, and a question mark 

causes a rise in pitch.

These changes in pitch mimic the natural speech 

method of indicating a question or the simple end of a 

sentence. Type these lines into your AmigaBASIC:

SAY TRANSLATES "Hello how are you."
SAY TRANSLATES "Hello how are you?"

noting how the second one sounds like a question.

Speech in AmigaDOS
Using speech in Am igaDOS isn't actually very different.

All the things you've learned using the speech facility in 

AmigaBASIC will stand you in good stead. The 

Am igaDOS command for speech is still Say, but the way 

you use it is slightly different. The phonemes don't work, 

as the Am igaDOS Say command automatically translates 

for you. So if a piece of speech is wrong you have to spell 

it phonetically to alter it.

To make Amiga speak using the Shell all you type is: 

say Hello world

You can add some simpler parameters to the command, 

using the options listed in Table 1.4.

So for example if you wanted to duplicate the speech we 

did earlier on, you would type:

say -f -p250 -n -s130 hi phil, thanks for 
teaching ae how to speak.

which would give us the same speech as the AmigaBASIC 

example. The one thing that the Am igaDOS version of Say can do which the AmigaBASIC version 

cannot is to read a file automatically.

Using the -x option, you can feed a text file into the narrator device, and out will come a spoken

Phoneme Sounds like
IY ee in beet
EH e in bet
AA a in carnival
AO a in talk
ER ir in bird
AX a in about
IH i in bit
AE a in bat
AH u in under
UH oo in look
OH o in border
IX i in solid
EY a in made
OY oi in boil
OW ow in low
AY i in hide
AW win power
UW win crew
R r in red
W w in away
M min men
NX ng in sing
S sin sail
F fin fed
Z sin has
V v in very
CH chin cheque
/H h in hole
B bin but
D din dog
K c in Commodore
L 1 in yellow
Y y in yellow
N n in men
SH shin rush
TH thinthiĝ i
ZH s in pleasure
DH thin then
J jin judge
/ c chin loch
P pin put
T tin toy
G gin guest
Q en in kitten (glottal stop)
QX e in pause (silent vowel)
RX r in car

Tafcfc f. J. Hit of Amiga pkomemts.
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version of the text file. To use the same voice 

as above to speak a readme.doc file on disk 

df1: for instance, you would type:

say -f -p250 -n -$130 -x 
df1:readae.doc

and sit back while the Amiga reads you the 

file, saving you the bother of loading it up 

into a text reader or a wordpro and reading it yourself. Only Amiga can do this.

Scripts
Using speech in Am igaDOS means you can get the computer to talk to you in your startup- 

sequence. Using a text editor to edit the startup-sequence file in your S directory, simply put in a Say 

command a couple of lines before the end, followed by your message and parameter settings, and 

you can have your Amiga greet you vocally every day when you start it up, like so:

Echo “Hello, Phil. Hou are you today?"
Say hello phil, hou are you today?
LoadWB
EndCLI

remembering to put the say command after the Echo which prints it to the screen, so you see the 

text at the same time you hear the voice.

Option Meaning
-f Use the female voice
-m Use tiie male voice
-r Use the robot or neutral voice
-p<number> Set the pitch of the voice
-s<number> Set the speed of the voice
-x<file> Get tiie Amiga to read a text file

Tabkl.4. Option for using ft* Amiga Vote wftfc the M .



Chapter 2 -  Sound and graphics

When you first buy your computer, you are impressed by the sound and 

graphics that the demos have. The big problem is that it is often very hard to 

get that same quality of work out of the Amiga without a lot of help.

The Amiga has many different display modes and resolutions, low res, 

high res, interlaced low res, interlaced high res, 64 Halfbrite and HAM. The Amiga also has stereo 

sound system, capable of recording and playing back sound samples at very respectable quality. But 

what do you need to help you harness all this power?

Programming in BASIC is one way, but only very crude results can be obtained by this route. So 

here is a sort of jumble sale of hints and tips and creative options, with advice on what to use to get 

more sound and graphics out of your Amiga.

Sound sampling
One of the most interesting pieces of hardware you can get for your Amiga is a sound sampler. M y  

particular favourite is the Perfect Sound 3.0 made by Sunrize Industries in the USA.

The box containing the sampler is very small, about the size of a large matchbox, and it plugs 

into the parallel port behind the Amiga, on one end of the box is the plug which goes into the 

Amiga. On the other end are two phono plugs, ready for attaching a stereo audio cable.

Once you run the piece of software, you can take in a sound from an amplifier or tape recorder,

and sample it into the Amiga. Once in the 

Amiga, the sound can be edited and played 

back in a variety of ways. The editing is all 

mouse driven, so you can select a part of the 

sound with the mouse and cut it out, reverse it 

or just zoom in to see what it looks like.

This machine is perfect for creating sounds 

to use in M ED  or Soundtracker. Or perhaps 

music isn't on your mind. Perhaps you just 

want to sample things for fun. Or even sound 

effects for your own films and videos.

As a sort of PS to all this, you may also like 

to know that a full specification 12 and 16-bit 

music sampling package has just been released by the self-same manufacturer as Perfect Sound. 

Musicians take note that not only is this C D  quality sampling, it can also sample and edit direct to a 

hard disk.

■  Mastering the Amiga

Music and MIDI
M ID I stands for Musical Instrument Digital Interface, and it is a serial communications standard for 

musical instruments. The practical upshot of which is that, if you connect a M ID I interface to your 

computer, you can use the computer as a sequencer to make music with any M ID I synthesiser.

All you have to do is get a synth, M ID I interface, two M ID I leads, and a sequencer program for 

your Amiga. You connect the M ID I leads up to the synth and the M ID I box, and load the sequencer 

software. You can then run the program and produce music on your computer.
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MIDI for beginners
M ID I is simple, even I can use it  But there are several things you ought to bear in mind before you 

launch yourself into it.

Firstly, you're going to need a M ID I sound source, like a synthesiser Casio CZ  series, Roland MT- 

32 plus M ID I keyboard or a muiti-timbral module, like the Cheetah one, or Yamaha's many FB-01, 

TX7, TX81Z or DX 11 devices. This is the most important bit. There's no point in buying M IDI 

packages unless you've got a decent device with more than one sound on it!

If you're lucky you can pick up these devices for around £250 to £850. And you needn't buy new 

either, as second-hand can be picked up very easily through music magazines or from the weekly 

classifieds. You're still looking at a fair bit of outlay. M y  optimum system would be a Roland MT-32 

at about £200 second-hand, and a new Roland M ID I keyboard for about £150.

Now if that hasn't put you off, you next need the M ID I interface. The Datel M ID I box 

specification is as high as anything on the market. Sure, it hasn't got a single bell, whistle or value 

added feature, but it does do MIDI.

The problem comes when you add M ID I devices to it  It's like the old joke, which has it's own 

version in most service industries, that ‘This (job) would be alright, if it weren't for the public". As 

anyone who's got their hands dirty with serial communications of any kind will tell you, there's no 

such thing as a standard.

For example, Casio keyboards use a special M ID I mode to play four separate sounds at once, 

M O N O  M O D E  7, I'm reliably informed. Now  how is your average M ID I package going to know that 

is what you want?

Take another example. To dump the sounds from the Casio into the Amiga, so you can save the 

sounds to disk, requires that you switch off the keyboard and reset the CZ  Master program in 

between each attempt You can't do it repeatedly as the poor keyboard gets confused and locks up. 

The problems are with minor incompatibilities between what the Amiga calls M ID I and what the 

keyboard in question wants to receive.

OK, so there are problems. But in the light of that, what hints and tips can I give you?

1. Most important M ID I sends along 16 channels, and in order to avoid any lock-ups, you must 

keep a track of all these channels and what they are doing. Write it all down on a piece of paper!

2. In most cases M ID I devices ignore data which they don't understand, (one way of making a 

standard of sorts, I suppose) but it's advisable to make sure you know the capabilities of all the 

devices you're driving, and match them as far as possible. For example, certain expensive 

keyboards are velocity-sensitive, in other words the sound gets louder the more you hit it  

There's no point in sending this information to a non-velocity-sensitive device.

3. Keep your leads tidy. Sounds obvious but many's the time I've plugged the wrong leads in 

because I've just let them trail all over 

the place. Labelling them with stickers 

is a good wheeze.

4. You can make your own M ID I leads 

for about quarter the price of shop- 

bought ones, and it's very easy. You 

need two 5-pin D IN  plugs at 50p each 

and a length of two core screened 

cable, at about 25p a metre. Then you 

wire it together like so:
Hgm*2.2. MMMphg
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The two cores go onto pins 4 and 5, and the mesh is soldered onto pin 2 as an earth. Don 't get the 

4 and 5 wires crossed, though!

Music x 2
One of the best music programs for the Amiga, although by no means perfect, is Music X  2 by 

Microillusions. The program works in a very intuitive way, using controls based on video and HiFi: 

play, rewind and pause etc. The tracks you create can be shown as bars and blobs, or in a more 

conventional tabular form. The tabular form is called an Event editor, and this is a very accurate 

method of inputting musical data. You can just type it in, although it's best to play it in from your 

keyboard.

The beauty of making M ID I music is you don't have to be a real musician to use it  You can play 

tunes slowly, and then speed them up. You can put the notes in one at a time and worry about the 

timing later. Or you can even put any old notes in, in the right rhythm, and worry about the actual 

notes later.

In the bar editor you can move notes around with the mouse, and this is by far the best way of 

editing music, especially for someone who knows what they want, but doesn't have time to go and 

learn musical notation for the next five years.

Soundtrackers
There is a very special way of making music on an Amiga, using sound samples and M ID I and that is 

with the use of what we call soundtrackers or just trackers.

There was an original tracker actually called Soundtracker, but this is long gone now, in the wake 

of a huge wave of copies, re-writes and new versions. The beauty of Soundtracker was that it used a

very simple interface, and 

sound samples on two or three 

disks, to produce music. The 

music was written on the screen 

in columns, and as the tune was 

played, the columns (the four 

tracks of the piece) scrolled up 

like the paper roll on a Player 

Piano.

One of the most famous 

new trackers was Noisetracker, 

an updated version of the 

original program, and also 

Games Music Creator, a tailor- 

made program for producing 

music for games programs. But 

by far the best tracker ever 

ffcav 2.3. n • o r ip M  made is M ED  3.0, written by

Teijo Kinunnen. Quite
surprisingly for a program of this quality, it is actually public domain!

Trackers are easy to use now, and using them you can create standalone music files. First you save 

off the music as a module, as they call it, then you run it through a PD program called Module 

Processor which turns the module into an executable program.
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You can then run the music file just by 

clicking on an icon. Both M ED 3.0 and 

Module Processor are available from 

Amiganuts.

DTP -  Desktop publishing
Amiga users often get big ideas about doing 

desktop publishing and graphics on their 

machine. But so often, as is the case with 

DTP especially, even if you only want to 

make a simple newsletter on a dot matrix 

printer, you find you mn out of memory 

before you start.

Using Professional Page 3.0 is like this, 

especially on early A500 machines with small 

amounts of chip memory. You boot the disk and as soon as you type a word, the outline fonts clog 

your memory up and you can't even open a requester to shut the thing down. But don't worry, 

because help is at hand. Gold Disk, the very firm who wrote the Professional Page program, did a 

new version of its popular low-end DTP program, Pagesetter, and called it Pagesetter II. How very 

original.

With this program you can do page after page of superb text and graphics, and all on that tatty 

old Epson printer you were about to pension off. Unbelievably, you can produce reasonable output 

on a Preferences printer. The reason for this textual bliss is the rather smooth and tempting Agfa 

Compugraphic fonts that have been included with the program.

Yes, these are the very same CG fonts that you get with Professional Page 3.0, only they've been 

unshackled from the complexities of a PostScript based program, and allowed to run amock in a 

smaller, much more manageable machine. Although you can run it with the normal old fonts, you 

get the option of using the two CG fonts, (CG)Times and a Helvetica clone called (CG)Triumvirate.

People who are familiar with Professional Page will feel right at home with Pagesetter II. Although 

PageSetter is more of what you might call Personal Publishing rather than proper DTP in my book, 

you can actually produce professional-looking results in a short time and on usually feeble 

equipment

The CG fonts look great and even the dithering on the IFF files is more than acceptable. Be 

warned the best IFF files are contrasty ones, so please set your Preferences to recognise fewer colours 

as black, using the threshold setting.

Although you boot up in med res by default you can easily select interlace mode from a menu. 

Pagesetter II is a multitasking program too, and will happily sit around in memory while you do 

something else. It doesn't steal too much memory for itself either, and if you haven't got much, it 

even allows you the option to turn Workbench on or off.

So don't be fooled into paying a lot of money for a wordprocessor with pictures, when you can have 

a very creditable DTP program for the same price!

OK, so that's DTP covered, or is it? There's just one more thing you need to get you to DTP 

heaven, and that's clip art. You have to draw the pictures or scan them in to a DTP package, but 

what if you can't afford a scanner or a digitiser? The answer is you buy some disks of d ip art and you 

just import them into your document

What's clip art? It's professionally produced drawings, saved to disk in a format that Pro Page or 

PageSetter can read, and you can use the pictures in your documents, edips is just such a set of d ip

flgmt 2.4. MED, Umg of the tndua.
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art These disks are structured clip art drawn using Professional Draw, on a wide range of useful 

subjects. All you do is select the import structured clip menu option and voila! There you are.

The thing about using structured clip art is that it gives your DTP more punch. The pro quality 

line art in these clips is jaggie free because the lines are drawn in the mind of the computer and the 

printhead of the printer. So they stay smooth at any scale, because they are redrawn afresh every 

time.

The lines are mathematically drawn, you see, rather than being fixed bitmaps, like an IFF picture 

from Deluxe Paint So they look good on any printer, and even on a dot matrix they are smooth and 

professional. They are automatically drawn using the highest resolution your printer can deliver.

The eclips package contains four disks with 

over 300 separate pieces of structured artwork, 

covering every subject you can think of -  

animals, arrows, Amigas, bears, balloons, 

bicycles, carrots, donkeys from a to z. Most 

things you could think of are there, and even if 

the exact thing you think of isn't in the 

selection, you can usually find something that 

is just as good, if not better.

The artwork is all in black and white, but if 

you want colour, and you have the facility to 

print it out in full colour via separations, you 

can recolour them. What you have to do is 

paste the artworks into Professional Draw and recolour them there. Then save them off again and 

paste them into Professional Page. Obviously there's no point pasting colour art into Pagesetter 2, as 

it only works in black and white.

Painting and animating
There are a clutch of programs which form your BASIC Amiga users' software tools. Obviously we 

have Deluxe Paint III for graphics and animation, DigiPaint 3 for HAM  graphics, Professional Page 3.0 

for DTP, Music X  for MIDI, Soundtracker for Amiga music, and Perfect Sound for sampling. But few 

people would think of using The Director for animation. DPaint and Disney Animator are obvious 

choices, so why choose the Director then? Well, ifs  one of the most useful programs going, thafs 

why.

Yes, The Director is an animation program, and although far from being user friendly at first, is 

actually very easy to use. It takes the form of a subset of the BASIC programming language. Here's 

an example:

print "Here we go..." 
load 1 / pi ct ure r 
getkey a
load 1,"picture2" 
getkey a
load 1/Npicture3N 
getkey a
load 1,"pictured 
getkey a
load 1,"picture5" 
getkey a

\A__ L
Apart 2.5. AapeStttcr ft
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load 1,"pictured" 
getkey a 
pause 20 
end

This program first prints "Here we go..." in the CLI window. Then it takes the named files from the 

current directory and displays them one after the other, but only after you press a key.

A  great many demos and utilities have been written with the Director. Joel Hagen, artist 

extraordinaire, made his famous RGB, Focus and Probe demos with it, and not only that but Eric 

Gustafson's famous PD Star Trek game was written with it, too.

In fact although the program was designed as a sort of DeskTop Video product, it actually has 

applications as a programming tool, like a sort of multimedia authoring tool. For example, even 

some of the tools in the Director Toolkit, were written using the program itself.

Although the Director is essentially a version of BASIC, the program you write is actually compiled 

by the main program. Once a program has been written, it is transformed by the Director program 

into a short machine code file, which can then be shown, or projected, using the Projector program. 

What you do is write your program into a text editor. Then type:

director

where the filename is the name of your program. All the IFF brushes, pics and sounds you want to 

use must be in the same dir as your program. The Director runs through the animation slowly to 

compact it, and then saves it to disk (note: This means that if you list the files on a Director'ed demo, 

you can rip the graphics and sound from it!). When the compilation is finished, your original source 

file is joined by a file called:

.fill

which is a compacted version of your instructions. You can then delete your source code file and 

then run the .film file using Projector. This runs the .film file and shows all the pics as you want them 

to be, with wipes, sound and even animation.

The range of commands is varied and even includes functions to control the blitter chip for faster 

turns of speed. You can select an area on screen to be clicked by the mouse, thereby creating menus 

and interactive movies. You can make a Computer Aided Learning disk, which drags the pupil by the 

nose through a complex web of graphic data on a certain subject, and all the operator would have 

to do is simply dick the mouse on the screen, wherever he was told to.

The Director is cheap, fast and powerful, and if you can program in BASIC you already know how 

to use it  Demos are easy, as are presentation graphics, short educational films, and even utilities, if 

you can spend the time on them. Graphics are all you need, so all you have to do now is learn how 

to draw or buy a digitiser.

Another program of a similar quality is the Mandarin Software program called AMOS. This is also 

a BASIC-based programming language, and this one supports sound samples and tracker scores too! 

I'll talk about AM O S in more detail in a moment.
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Digitising
To get graphics of your own into a multimedia or animation program, you can spend years going to art 

school and learning how to draw. Or you can draw already perhaps, but you can't draw with the mouse, a 

common problem. So you have to digitise.

Digitising is all about grabbing images using a video camera or video recorder, and what this means is that 

anything you point the camera at is going to be grabbed as an IFF file. There are three options here, the DigiView 

Gold by NewTek, the VIDi Amiga and RGB Splitter by Rombo, and the ColourPk and SuperPk machines by jCL

DigiView was the very first Amiga graphics digitiser, and it works by taking the output from a black-and- 

white video camera and feeding it into the parallel port of your Amiga. Once the program is running, any 

image on the screen can be grabbed into memory.

It's vital if this is a still image, as the grabber takes a few seconds to grab. Colour images can be 

made using the same software and a b/w camera. Yes, a black-and-white camera. You hold red, 

green and blue filters over the lens and take a separate exposure for each colour com ponent The 

computer then fits all these components together and makes a colour picture.

DigiView is a high quality digitiser, but works best when you point the camera at a still photo or 

drawing. This means you are best advised to buy what photo shops call a copystand, which is a base 

board with a column, onto which you fix the camera and a pair of lightbulbs.

This means you can digitise any material like photos, drawings, paintings, in fact anything flat 

The DigiView also has the distinction of being the only digitiser that works with the HAM-E 256- 

colour device made by Blackbett Systems.

The Rombo VIDI Amiga is more versatile than the DigiView, although most times I've tested them 

the Rombo came off worse in terms of quality. The VIDI is more of a frame grabber, as it performs 

best grabbing screens on the fly as they say, from moving video. The machine is fitted to the parallel 

port again, and this time you can take the output from a video recorder.

The VIDI grabs screens very quickly, and in fact when you press the grab button on your 

keyboard, you have the last 20 or so frames stored in memory. This is obviously nice for digitising 

animation. But grabbing so fast usually means that you are sacrificing quality.

However, you can get a similar quality out of the VIDI as you can expect in DigiView, by the simple 

process of buying the VidiChrome colour kit and the RGB splitter box. This allows you to grab colour 

frames, and if the frames you are grabbing are from a video camera, then the quality is much better.

The ColourPic and SuperPk are real top of the range gadgets. Inside the boxes you have a real 

frame store, and this means you can run realtime video through it and store a frame of colour video 

in the machine. This is frozen in the memory of the ColourPic, and then it can be grabbed at leisure 

by the digitising software.

The quality you get out of ColourPic is astonishing, much like you'd expect out of a still frame

digitiser like DigiView, but from moving video! 

OK so the ColourPic and SuperPk are

expensive, but the quality they deliver is 

superb. The SuperPk version of the devke

comes with a built-in genlock, meaning you 

can also overlay Amiga graphics over an

incoming video signal. This can form the basis 

of your own DeskTop Video setup, for adding 

titles and special effects to your home videos. 

So that's digitising. Are there any better or
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cheaper ways of getting outside graphics into 

your Amiga?
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Scanning
If you're a graphics or DTP person, then one of the biggest bugbears of your life is getting real life 

graphic into your computer for treatment. As most people who draw on computers come from a 

paper and pen background, sometimes they begin to think it would be nice to just scoot the mouse 

across a picture on the paper and wallop! Well, you can, if you use a hand scanner like the Geniscan 

from Date!.

The scanner itself looks not unlike a mouse, but with a fat end, like a hammerhead shark. Inside is 

a scanner light, green like all the best photocopiers or fax machines, to give you the best contrast 

with even coloured pictures. On the underside of the scanner is a wide rubber roller, plus two small 

polythene ones. It looks as though the scanner would easily slip and make your scanned pictures all 

wiggly, but in practice this is not the case.

The scanner rides smoothly across surfaces, as long as they are flat and the rubber can get a 

purchase. On the side of the unit is a little flush-mounted button, which you press when you want to 

scan, plus a selector switch for line art and grey scale, and a contrast knob marked light-dark, the 

purpose of which is I think self-explanatory.

The software is a little spartan, but it gets the job done, allowing you to scan IFF files into your 

Amiga in 100 ,200,300  and 400 dpi, which is not a bad resolution in anyone's language, when you 

think that your average laser or inkjet is only 300 dpi. With it you can scan a screen at a time, or 

more than one for bigger subjects. As you stroke the scanner across the image underneath, the 

picture rolls onto the screen like a blind being drawn down. The light on the scanner goes on and 

off, controlled by the software, only illuminating the image being scanned when the software is 

receiving.

Adjusting the light and dark wheel gives you a lot of say about how much detail you get in the 

finished scan, and the resolution is enough to pick up the finest tracings of pen on the paper. If you 

want IFF files from drawings or tracings, you can do a lot worse than this device.

Fractals
You may have heard about fractals and how they can generate graphics on computers, but you may 

not have considered that you can use them on your computer. It's a common misconception that 

you need a very powerful machine to create imaginative computer graphics that look like real objects 

or places.

In fact using PD programs like MandelVroom, FracGen and Turbomandel, you can create and 

view the most beautifully detailed fractal shapes on your computer, even on a base-level machine, 

without much memory.

In fact you can go  much further than that, if you purchase a program like Vista or VistaPro.

A New Vista
Virtual Reality has come to be a bit of a buzz phrase over the last few months. Along with the 

language of cyberspace and cyberpunk literature, virtual reality is a couple of words that almost any 

cellphone-toting technobore can flip out over dinner without a blink. And yet so few people actually 

understand what it all means.

Real worlds within the electronic fabric of a computer. Real landscapes that you can create and 

roam around, all seeming very solid, and yet the mountains and the trees only exist in the computer. 

No human eye has ever seen these sights before. And like the synthesiser before it, fractal geometry 

allows us to do with landscapes what we did to sound, create a mood or place that wasn't there 

before in nature.
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About a year or so ago I happened across a fractal demo which showed a flight through a 

mountain range. The camera flew through the trees and across the surface of the lakes so smoothly, 

it seemed like a jet was racing through the Rocky Mountains, and the thing was so real. You could 

just about make out the jaggy aliasing, due to the fact that the mountains were made out of 

triangles.

But the effect was amazing, and so it should be with about BOO frames of animation. At the 

bottom of the screen the legend said that the program used was a forthcoming product, from a firm 

called Hypercube Engineering. I'd forgotten all about it until Vista arrived. This was the forthcoming 

product mentioned in the demo, and with Vista you can create and view fractal landscapes, and 

even make animations.

Vista is more than a fractal landscape engine, allowing you to create random landscapes at the 

touch of a button. Included in the package are files created from US Geological Society Digital 

Elevation Model files, a digital representation of the various heights in an area of land.

About 40 per cent of the USA and various astronomical bodies have been converted into DEM 

files, and eventually all of these files will be made available to Vista users. These DEM  files are turned 

into Vista format by its creators, which means you can load in a real landscape and walk around it. 

Supplied on the disk are DEM  files for

•  El Capitan in the Yosemite Valley, California

•  The Half Dome formation, again at Yosemite

•  Crater Lake, Oregon

•  Mount St Helens, Washington (Before and After)

•  Olympus Mons, Mars

The files cover some of the most stunning views in the US and Olympus Mons is a view of the 

biggest volcano in the Solar System, on the planet Mars. One very interesting feature is the view of 

Mount St Helens, before and after the famous eruption of 1980. This is a great idea, this packaging 

of famous landscapes for the computer, and I hope they get a few more data disks out a bit sharpish, 

as I've already used up the first lot!

After you've loaded up all the DEM  files, you can start to create your own. All you have to do is 

either hit the F button at the bottom of the screen or type in a number to make the scape. I tried my 

birthday, which in numbers is 100360, in case you want to tap it in yourself (or send me a card). This 

created a nice little atoll which you can see in the accompanying picture.

Once you have a landscape, you can save the data as a .scape file, or even a file for use in Imagine 

ray tracer. Obviously if you want to save a huge mountain range into Silver and render it, you've got

to have a large amount of memory, so watch 

it  After you've got the mountain you want, 

you can smooth out the contours for a nice 

even landscape, or exaggerate them to make it 

spiky.

You can also change the colour, which in 

the case of Olympus Mons is red, red, red or 

red. For normal 'scapes you can make the grass 

and tree lines green, the rocks beige and the 

snow white, for a natural-looking landscape. 

But if you're feeling silly, you can colour the 

scape any range of psychedelic hues you wish.
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As well as using shades for the earth and 

sea/lakes, the program shades them a little 

too, to give the impression of reflections in the 

water and even haze on the horizon.

There are four different resolutions you can 

render at using the program, lower resolutions 

with size 8  or 4 polygons, and higher finished 

resolutions with size 2 or 1 polygons. Other 

neat features are really odd things like the 

fractal music you can play while rendering. 

This music is a musical version of the values of 

the polygons being used to make the picture 

(Californians. Don 't you just love 'em?).

The technical among you will probably like 

to know that the program features 4 billion 

different fractal landscapes for you to discover, just tap in all the numbers you can think of and there 

you have it  When you've done that you should be very old indeed.

What else? Although the program displays pictures in 320 x 200 pixel HAM  mode, the pictures 

are defined internally as 24-bit pictures with 16 million colours. This means if you have the 

professional version of the program you can render the landscapes to a 24-bit graphics card, like the 

Harlequin from Amiga Centre Scotland.

Vista is fast, flexible and fun -  the 3 Fs. And best of all it's currently number one in a field of one. 

So if you want to draw fractal mountains, take a picture of your birthday island, or just take a stroll 

on Mars, Vista is the only way to fly.
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AMOS does everything
Now  after all that about graphics and sound applications, here's the last word about a package 

which does it all. A M O S is a way of programming your Amiga to do everything you ever wanted it to 

do, using a simple to understand programming language that you can learn in minutes.

The language is in fact BASIC, the single simplest computer programming language ever 

designed. So if you know BASIC, you know enough to be up and running in about 20 to 30 minutes. 

If you don't know BASIC, then it's very simple to learn.

Having said all that, what is this A M O S thing all about? Well, normal BASIC interpreters, like the 

one you get free with your Amiga, are slow. A M O S is fast, very fast And it does things that you 

shouldn't be able to do using any form of BASIC. You can do those neat multicoloured bars, like on 

machine code demos, you can load and manipulate IFF screens, Soundtracker, Sonix or Game Music 

Creator music scores, and you can scroll screens of graphics smoothly and professionally.

This really shouldn't be possible on an Amiga, and not only does it do the impossible but it does 

it on any Amiga, from the base-level single drive unexpanded A500 right up to the top of the range 

Amiga 3000. How the program does this is using extensions to BASIC, commands which do more 

than normal ones, and A M O S Animation Language (AMAL). But more of the details in minute.

Included in the package you get A M O S BASIC, a sprite editor, a 300-page manual, 80 example 

programs, sprite files and A M O S Club Newsletter. On disk you also get some fully-fledged programs 

to let you know the power of the program. There are two arcade games, called Magic Forest and 

Amosteroids, a graphic adventure game called Castle AMOS, and an educational program called 

Number Leap.

The two disks are the master A M O S disk and a Data disk, containing the demo programs and the
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demo games. A M O S is definitely being pushed as a games creator, and these show what it can do. 

Castle Amos is a graphic adventure game, which gives you a graphic for each location and displays 

text in a scroll-shaped window which slides down when you need it. The graphics are nicely done 

and the game slick and playable. All the other programs on the disk are demonstrations to be used 

with the A M O S manual.

A M O S is easily installed on your system. The disks are non-copy protected to allow easy back-ups 

or installation on your hard disk. For HD users there is actually a neat little INSTALL program on the 

disk written in AMOS, just to show how versatile it is. OK so you can do this with a simple batch file, 

but they're out to PR the program, aren't they, so you can't blame them.

Using A M O S is simplicity itself. You have two modes of operation after you've started the 

program -  the editor, where you write programs, and direct mode, where you type bits in to execute 

immediately.

The command set has been made as simple and idiot proof as possible with commands like 

MUSIC  to start a piece of sequenced music. A  grounding in conventional BASIC isn't essential but 

does give you a big advantage over a non-BASIC user.

The language is a nice structured format like AmigaBASIC or Hisoft BASIC, where there are no line 

numbers (unless you want them) but labels. You can type in and run any normal BASIC program and 

it will run.

The editor is a joy to use. I hate to have to say that, but this time it's true. I've never used a 

language with such a friendly editor before. All the commands you need for manipulating your 

programs are on a big menu at the top of the screen. Certain buttons are on display which you can 

click on, and there is another bank to use if you hold down the right mouse button.

From this menu you can load, save, test, merge and run programs, as well as a number of other 

functions. The menu options are also available on the function keys, with the first bank being the 

straight keys, and the second needing the aid of the SHIFT key. As you use the editor you have a 

constant display of how you're doing for memory -  handy if you're working to a tight K budget.

There are a lot of very easy to use commands for memory saving, like CLOSE WORKBENCH for 

example, which saves you 40k. You can even free up memory by using CLOSE EDITOR, which frees 

up another 28k. You want to get rid of the mouse pointer? just say HIDE. To get it back say SHOW. 

To change the shape of the mouse pointer say CHANCE MOUSE. To get a status of the mouse 

buttons say M OUSE KEY or MOUSE CUCK.

The command to limit the mouse pointer to an area of the screen is simple too, just say LIMIT 

MOUSE, and give the co-ordinates. Reading the joystick is similarly trouble free. The business of 

manipulating sound and graphics have also been taken apart and reduced to their BASIC building 

blocks. You have three built-in sound effects other than the normal BEEP, and these are BOOM, an 

explosion, SHOOT, a gun firing, and BELL, a simple bell tone. If these aren't enough for what you 

want, you can also trigger individual IFF sound samples.

To play a sample from a sample bank (they love having banks of things in A M O S) you type SAM  

PLAY. To play a raw sample from the Amiga's memory, type SAM  RAW. To play a sample looped 

over and over, just type SAM  LOOP.

It's all so cool and logical you keep wanting to say "O f course, it's obvious! Why haven't we 

thought of doing it that way years ago?" Music is played from banks as well. Like to play a bit of 

music, you type MUSIC  and then the number of the sequence. This sequence could have been 

created in Sonix, Soundtracker or CM C, it doesn't matter. You can even define and play your own 

synthesised notes using the PLAY, WAVE, SAMPLE, and SET ENVEL commands.

The Amiga has a filter on the audio channels which muffles the sound. This is for preventing you 

hearing the jaggies in the sound, but all it does is make everything sound muffled. You can turn the
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filter off by typing LED. The audio anti-aliasing filter (as it is called) will go  off and so will the LED 

power light on the Amiga. The test program to show you the difference goes like this:

Load “AHOS.DATAsHUSIC/RUSICDEIIO.ABK11 
Music 1 
Do

If louse key=1 then led on
If louse key=2 then led off 

Loop

This means it plays the tune then lets you turn the filter on and off with mouse buttons.

If sound and control options are easy to get at, then so are graphics. To load an IFF screen into 

memory you say LOAD IFF. Try that with AmigaBASICI And to save an IFF file just type SAVE IFF. If 

you want to do something, say it in plain English and you'll be close to the A M O S command, it 

seems.

Screens can be loaded, moved around in memory, scrolled around the screen, and can make use 

of a battery of special effects like APPEAR, FADE, FLASH, SHIFT UP, RAINBOW, and ZO O M .

This on its own would all be very impressive, but A M O S doesn't stop there. You have access, with 

the same level of simple high-level commands, to the Copper and the Blitter, enabling you to 

contrive dazzling effects of your own. This is what makes A M O S so exciting. Not the party tricks, but 

the real raw unfocussed power of the thing, letting you get right into the soul of your Amiga and call 

the shots.

As you can probably tell, I'm  more than a bit impressed with AMOS. It's everything a good 

program should be -  fast, user-friendly, compact, powerful and most of all cheap. The whole thing 

costs just £50 at last count That's right, a powerful programming language that anyone can use and 

it's just £50. And the A M O S compiler will be out by the time you read this. This program will 

compile your A M O S  programs into standalone machine code, and speed them up more than a tad.

With A M O S no avenue of exploration is closed to you, unlike the case with AmigaBASIC which 

allows you freedom inside narrow parameters. The future of A M O S is secure, with expansion 

modules being planned for release into the public domain and a lot of support in motion already, 

generated by its sister program on the ST called STOS.

The multimedia aspects of the program are there to be explored by some bright spark. Let's all 

get into high level languages again, that's my view. I can't count in hex in my head, anyway!
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Chapter 3 -  Comms and modems

What with the recent controversy over hacking and the laws passed against it, 

you may wonder what a chapter about using a modem and logging on to 

other computers is doing in this book.

Surely comms is dreadfully complex and only real computer experts can 

partake of this pastime? I only discovered comms as a sort of side hobby to computing fairly 

recently, as I'd always thought prior to that it would be a complete pain to do, expensive to feed and 

a drain on my computer time. I've since found that this couldn't be further from the truth.

I'm  a subscriber to a number of online services, and all of them are great fun, and actually very 

useful. The amount of public domain software and shareware I've downloaded (from the host 

computer to mine then onto my disk drive) is huge.

Also if you think about it  computer clubs are OK for a beer and a chat and a play with each 

other's computers, but Bulletin Boards are by far the best way to meet other computer users. You 

can share ideas, software and news, and use your computer at the same time. I didn't think it was 

actually possible to enjoy my computer more than I already do but with comms it's a fact.

Simply put, it's like a cross between one of those 0898 chat line numbers, a game show, a shop, 

a library, an information service and a computer club all rolled into one, with all the pros and cons 

that implies.

So what do you need to do comms on your Amiga, and what are the boards which offer the best 

services? Here's a quick guide to comms, so you can make up your own mind.

What is comms?
Comms is short for communications, the art and science of connecting your computer to a 

telephone line using a device called a modem. Once connected to the phone line you can load a 

piece of software called a terminal program, and using this you can automatically dial a computer 

bulletin board service and log on.

Once you are online, connected to the computer at the other end of the phone, you can read all 

the messages on the BB and leave some of your own. You can also get programs and text files to run 

and read.

What is a modem?
A modem is a box with a lead coming out of it with a BT phone plug on the end. In the modem 

itself is a BT socket, so obviously you plug the modem into the BT socket in the wall and plug your 

phone into the modem. Your phone will work as normal even if the power isn't plugged into the 

modem.

The modem takes text and files from the computer, turns the data into audible tones (or 

modulates), and sends these high-pitched screeching sounds down the phone line. At the other end 

of the phone line another modem decodes (or demodulates) these sounds and turns them into the 

code and text again.

It's the same principle as a fax machine, except that when you fax something it is scanned at one 

end and printed out at the other. That's why it's called a MODulator/DEModulator or modem.

What is a BBS?
Bulletin boards are computers set up by companies or individuals which have a single or multiple line
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modem attached. Users with computers and modems dial the number and log on to the system, to 

exchange idle chit-chat (the electronic equivalent of citizens' band I suppose), post messages to each 

other, send faxes (you can do this if the system you dial has a fax machine), send telexes and send 

(or upload) or receive (or download) files from the computer.

These files can be programs to run on your Amiga, text files to read, bug fixes for various 

commercial and PD programs, or just fun demos to show off the power of the machine when 

property programmed.

Getting set up
You already have the most expensive bit of hardware you need, an Amiga computer complete with a 

serial port to plug a modem into. Then after that you need a modem, a lead to connect your 

modem to the computer, and a piece of terminal software.

There are a lot of different types of modem, and a good rule of thumb is to buy the fastest one 

you can afford. The fastest kind you can buy is the HST type, which runs at speeds like 19,200 baud. 

Next stage down are the 4,800 baud type, and down a stage from that are the 2,400 baud type, 

and these are the best choice for a beginner, as they are reasonably priced and quite fast At a push 

you can get by with a 1,200 baud modem, but I wouldn't recommend this for extensive use, as the 

lower speed incurs extra costs due to you having to spend longer online.

M y  favourite modem is the Supra 2400 MNP, and this is what I would call the perfect Amiga 

modem. If  s small, fast and error free, and as efficient a piece of kit as I've ever come across. You can 

just plug it in and go. You may have to buy a special lead from your local Tandy or phone shop, as 

the Supra modems have American phone plugs on them. This isn't a problem, and the leads are 

cheap. You want one with a US fitting on one end and a BT one on the other. So having got the 

modem, all you need now is software.

There are two types of modem software, those that cater for scrolling or text-based BBSs and 

those that are for Viewdata or videotex systems. The reason for this is that there are two distinct 

types of online service; viewdata and scrolling.

The viewdata boards are colour graphics based which looks like the teletext you get on your TV set

The services use pages of information, filled with coloured text and ultra low-res graphics. They 

are a lively source of information and although the system is popular in Europe, especially in France, 

and in Australia, in America the format never took off. So there is no American viewdata software for 

Amiga! The best bit of software for viewdata is SuperTex 2.

Terminal or scrolling boards are more popular, and far more numerous due to being easier to set 

up, and are your first guess if you don't know what kind of board it is you are logging onto. CIX, 

Usenet, jANET, CompuServe, PeopleLink, BIX and Delphi all use scrolling format

If you've got lots of money to spare, then using an American service is great. But it is expensive, 

about $5 to S11 per hour online charge, and thaf s without the astronomical international phone 

bills.) One of the best scrolling terminal programs is NComm, and this is the program which is 

currently used by about 90 per cent of all the comms people I talk to, so it must be good. I use it 

myself every day, to log on to bulletin boards and send my copy to the magazines I work for. I f  s 

never let me down, and copes with all the standard protocols and speeds.

Both type of BB support uploading and downloading of files, and all of them have a mailbox 

service, where you can leave closed message for other users, and open message services, sometimes 

called conferences.

Obviously to log on to a BBS you have to have the right settings on your terminal software. Most 

BBs are what we call 8N1 boards, meaning that if you set the data length to 8, parity to none and 

stop bits to 1, you will match up with about 95 per cent of all UK BBSs.
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Another obvious point is that, in using the phone line, you have to watch how much time you 

spend online, with an eye to keeping costs down. You can use BBs responsibly and not get huge 

bills, but a little lapse of attention when you are online and you could realise that you've been calling 

a BB in London for an hour and a half. This is easily done as a lot of BB work is very absorbing, 

especially on some of the larger BBs.
As well as the cost of the phone calls, you stand to cop a bill from the BB too if it charges for 

connect time, so it's as well to look out for ways to trim this cost down. One of the best ways is to 

limit your call time. Another way is to only use BBs which are local to you. Some major nationwide 

BBs allow you to call a local number to connect to the central computer, so obviously this is one way 

of allowing you to be more generous with your call time.

Dialling the BBs at night is another good way, as calling during the day can be very pricey 

indeed. M y  phone bills have been as much as £400 when I've been unable to call in the evening, for 

example.

If you can't call a local BBS to get the sort of service you want, then look into getting a Mercury 

phone account, as this gives you clearer phone lines (less garbage on the screen) and cheaper long 

distance and international calls.

Do it yourself
There is a another way you can go. You can set up your own BB, using the wealth of software 

available. You can buy a package from Y2 Computing which allows you to make your own viewdata 

BB, or from about 3 million other outlets you can buy or get scrolling BB software in the PD.

BBS is a BBS program written in AmigaBASIC, and TagBBS is another BB program, both of which 

are freely available on the Fred Fish PD disks you can get from your local PD library (you could also 

download these from a BBS if you can find a copy on one, but watch out because both are very large 

files and you'll have to sell the car to pay your phone bill. Better to get them on disk).

The nice thing about running your own BBS is that you can call it what you like, and you can call 

the shots. Also you can contact a lot of people without having to dial them up! They all call you, 

that's the beauty of it. And if you have a well run BBS, it's like a well run pub -  word gets around.

If you end up having to buy bigger equipment and running it full time, then you can run it like a 

business and charge people money to log on. Have a free area for first time people, but tell them if 

they send you a subscription, you will send them a password which will enable them to get more 

access to your system.

Bad habits
Although comms may seem like a bit of a free for all, like most public communication hobbies it has 

its etiquette. For example a netter who is downloading all the time, or troughing, but never 

uploading is a very unsociable person. The whole point of BBs is to contribute something to them as 

you go. If everyone contributes then the BB scene stays alive.

Some BBs crack down on troughing by giving you what they call a download ratio. If you upload 

two files, you can download three, that sort of thing. So every time you use a BB, contribute 

something. A  file for upload, a message commenting on something someone else has said.

Don 't worry about seeming foolish, as everyone takes a little time to get used to communicating 

in text. And sometimes typing can be a bit tiring if you're not used to it. But never be afraid to 

comment. Unless it is very poorly run BB you won't get shouted down, and most users will be very 

helpful and tell you everything you need to know.

Another problem on BBs is sarcasm, which as you are aware looks the same as real anger if you
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see it in print, unless of course you see some clue that the writer is joking. If you are making a joke, 

append it with a smiley symbol made from a colon, dash and right bracket characters, like so:

If you turn your head sideways to the left this looks like a little eyes, nose and mouth. This tells other 

netters that you are joking without you having to say so. It's a textual equivalent of a wry grin. There 

are other emotions you can express like this, like being cross:

>:-|

with the less than symbol looking like your eyebrows furrowed in anger. Or you can even make a 

little o mouth to show surprise:

And so on. M y  own smiley face has a bigger nose made out of a question mark, like this:

:?)

which is mine, so don't you go using it. And what about if you wear glasses? Try this:

8?)

Oh, the possibilities are endless, but it's as well to know about this, as you may mistake smiley 

symbols for line noise and not notice sarcasm.

Uploading and downloading
As long as you are responsible and contribute to BBs, they can be a tremendous (and instant) source 

of PD software. In order to contribute PD or get it from the BB, you have to download or upload it. 

You can just push a button and it happens, at least not without setting some kind of common 

protocol that both the computer you are using and the host computer down the phone line can 

understand.

With the quality of the phone lines not quite up to scratch, you will get a very degraded image of 

the file down the phone unless you find some means of checking that what you are sending is what's 

being received at the other end. And so there are different up/download protocols.

Protocols in common use are XModem, YModem and ZModem. XModem  is the oldest and not a 

very good one. As long as the lines are fairly noise free, like in the dead of night, you stand a 

reasonable chance of getting a file down from a BBS intact. But during the day forget it. A  better bet 

is YModem or ZModem, both supported by NCom m  incidentally.

These are error-correcting protocols, and there are all kinds of smart features built in to them, like 

the ability to re-send a corrupted part of a file if it doesn't reach the other end of the phone in the 

same state it left. Use these whenever possible. Most major BBs support them, but a few smaller BBs 

may not have ZModem.

Another thing when you start up and downloading files is the amount of files that are archived. 

The files for download are usually compressed (to save time when you download them) and you use 

a program to de-compress them at your end. The files on the BB might look like this:
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gaie.lzh

The example archive contains a number of files, which are all archived together, so rather than 

download one file after another you can get the whole bunch in one go. The reason you would 

archive files together is if all the files in the archive are needed to make the program run.

The programs that do this to files are called archive programs. When they compress a file and 

create an archive, they add a postfix or file extension to the filename, like the .Izh in the above 

example. Table 3.1 shows the popular archive programs and their file extensions.

Arc was the original archive program, and 

although you still find files that are arc'ed, 

the more common methods are Izh and zip. 

Zoo is another format that isn't used very 

much any more, although it's handy to have 

copies of both in case you come across an 

old program that you need to unarc. Warp is 

the odd man out here as it compresses a 

whole disk into a file. Then when you 

download it from the BBS, the file can be unwarped to make the disk again at your end. This is a 

clever way of shrinking and reforming a whole disk with all its directories intact.

My favourite BBSs
Here is a list of the BBs that I use, or have used at some time, which I've liked enough to stay on for 

an hour or so a week. This should give you a flavour of the kind of things that are available, and give 

you some numbers to type into your terminal program phonebook.

01-For-Amiga (free) scrolling, all speeds
London Amiga-based BBS run by Tony Miller, and very good it is too. As I recall it's based in 

Whitechapel, across the road from where Jack the Ripper used to murder people. Strange. A  large 

downloads directory of all sorts of interesting stuff. BBS: 071-377-1358.

MAX-BBS (free) scrolling, all speeds
A mainly PC-based board, but with a large Amiga section. Very lively, not to say slightly barmy. Ran 

into problems a little while ago, but now back up and running. BBS: (0905) 754127.

CIX (subs only) scrolling, all speeds
Good for meeting technical types and sharing info. Lots of different groups to join covering all sorts 

of pursuits, computing or otherwise. Software to download. Brilliant closed user group of Amiga 

gurus and software developers. BBS: 081-390-1244. Tel: 081-390-8446.

Cheam Amiga (free) scrolling, up to 1200 baud
Excellent Amiga-based board with very good downloads and a lively bulletin board for messages etc. 

BBS: 081-644-8714.

Program Extension
arc .arc
lharc .Izh
warp .wrp
zoo .zoo
zip .zip

Takk 3.1. Artkhm programs
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The Direct Connection (subs only) scrolling, all speeds
Newish serious BB system, with conferencing service and access to USENET, the biggest computer 

network in the world, covering all the universities and companies in the US, Canada, UK and Europe, 

even Australia. Inexpensive service, with a standing monthly charge. BBS: 081-853-3965.

Gnome At Home, viewdata type, 1200/75
Lively viewdata board with quite a bit of CBM  and Amiga action, but doesn't change very rapidly. 

Mailbox facility for subscribers. Lots of bulletin boards. BBS: 081 -888-8894. Tel: 081 -888-8815.

Scottish Opus (free) scrolling, all speeds
PC based BBS north of the border, with a large Amiga section. BBS: 041-880-7863.

Academics (free) scrolling, all speeds
Solihull and Midlands based, run by John Kelly. Lively Amiga section on this board for OU  Students. 

BBS: 021-705 2906.

Belfast Amiga (free) scrolling, all speeds
Serving Belfast and Northern Ireland and run by Kieran Sullivan. BBS: (0232) 852407.

Quasar (free) scrolling, all speeds
Based in Dromore, County Down, Northern Ireland and run by Dave Byrne, it caters mainly for 

Amiga users. Formally known as DABBS. BBS: (0846) 693067.

Empyrion (free) scrolling, all speeds
Amiga-orientated and run from Swansea by David Westron. BBS: (0792) 580781.

061-For-Amiga (free) scrolling, all speeds
Worsley-based BBS run by Andy Grifo, mainly Amiga orientated. BBS: 061-799 4922.



♦
 Chapter 4 -  Printer installation

As well as the self-test to make sure your printer hardware is working, and of 

course connecting it to the Amiga and supplying it with power, there are 

several other items you must deal with before you can start to use your printer

For most of the following descriptions we'll assume that you're using Workbench 1.3 or 2. If you 

are still using 1.2 or earlier it is perhaps time you considered updating to 1.3 at least. Unless you 

want to boot from a hard disk there's no chip changing involved in upgrading from 1.2 to 1.3 and 

the cost will be nominal. Apart from that, if you're interested in printing, a much better range of 

printer drivers is supplied with the later Workbench versions.

Basic elements
In theory all of the printer installation tasks can be carried out from the Workbench (and some of 

them must be) and these operations are described below. The steps involved in installing a printer 

fall into three basic categories. First is choosing and installing the correct printer driver, next is 

setting up the system defaults for text printing and finally you must supply guidelines which will be 

used in graphics dumping.

However, especially on single disk drive systems, the first job on the list, selecting the correct 

printer driver, is much better accomplished by manual commands in a Shell or a CU, although 

Workbench tools are provided for the same purpose and these are described too.

For new users there are a couple of extra points which should be mentioned before we start the 

job. Before you begin to use your Amiga for any purpose you must take working copies of your 

master disks. In this case that means ensuring that you are using working copies of your Workbench 

and Extras (1.3 and 2) disks, not the originals, and in fact producing these particular copies should 

be your very first job the first time you switch the Amiga on.

Under no circumstances should you ever update any original software issue disks, whether they 

are Workbench disks or applications disks. Most disk labels dearly show the write-protected position, 

but if yours don't make sure the issue disks are write-protected by keeping the write-protect hole at 

the rear comer of the disks open. If it isn't, slide the small black write-protect tab (on the underside 

of the disk) towards the back of the disk so you can see through the hole.

In this condition your disks cannot be updated, even if some disastrous event (eg a power cut) 

completely scrambles the Amiga's memory or the task you're running while the disk is being 

accessed. Your master disks will remain safe and you can always then produce another working copy 

no matter what may happen.

If you are a new user and are not fully familiar with the use of the mouse and Workbench you 

would do well to spend some time practising opening and closing windows, selecting and dragging 

icons and generally finding your way round the system. You should learn what the various tools and 

gadgets are for before you think of trying to install your printer, which is a job that confuses even 

some experienced users. Taking new things one at a time will allow you to concentrate later on what 

you're doing, without having to worry about how to do it.

In the following sections it is therefore assumed that you are familiar with the basic processes of 

using the mouse to open and close windows and drawers. Each part of the process of printer 

installation is explained step by step, but this is not a tutorial on using the mouse or the Workbench.

Mastering the Amiga
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What, no drivers?
Many users will already be familiar with setting preferences for various items such as screen colours, 

the mouse pointer and so on, so it's perhaps not too surprising then that the mistake most often 

made when installing a new printer is to immediately dive into printer preferences. It must be said 

that the Amiga manual doesn't help much here either, because that's what it indicates. However, 

unless you're still using Workbench 1.2 that isn't the place to start. For Workbench 1.3 and 2, before 

you can set the preferences for your chosen printer, you must tell the Amiga what sort of printer you 

have!

There are basically two ways to do this. First we'll look at the method which uses the Workbench, 

then we'll examine a more direct method using an Am igaDOS shell, but first let's establish the 

situation with a newly copied Workbench disk, so you can see the difference before and after this 

operation. It doesn't matter whether you're using Workbench 1.3 or 2, except where differences are 

mentioned all operations are the same in both cases.

Boot the system, and on your empty Workbench screen, click on the Workbench disk icon (twice) 

to open a Workbench window. Next, find the drawer called Prefs and click on that twice, which will 

open the Preferences window. Now  move the pointer to this window, onto the Printer icon and click 

on that twice. Just as you are about to do this the screen should appear as it does in Figure 4.1 (4.1 a 

for Workbench 1.3 users and 4.1 b for Workbench 2 users) below.
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You will next be presented with the 

main printer preferences menu, which 

we'll come back to again later, but for 

the moment just note the printer type 

selection. If you're using Workbench 

1.3 the printer type selection is in the 

top right hand comer, while in 

Workbench 2 it's to the top left. If 

you're using a newly copied 

Workbench disk you'll immediately 

realise that your choices of printer are 

somewhat limited. In fact on a newly 

copied Workbench disk the only 

available options are generic, the 

default selection, and Custom which 

you'll see in Workbench 1.3 only.

This is because, as issued in 

Workbench 1.2 and 2, all the supplied 

printer drivers are on the Extras disk. 

Generic is a very basic printer driver 

which can handle text and little else, 

while Custom is an option we'll come back to later. Workbench 1.2 users note, all your drivers are 

already on the Workbench disk, so you can see the full range of possibilities immediately.

lb.
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Choosing the driver
Workbench 1.3 and 2 users, only -  until the required printer driver is copied from the Extras disk to 

the correct place on the Workbench disk you'll find that the Amiga knows very little about printers. 

Copying the appropriate file is all that's involved in adding the requisite printer driver to the printer 

preferences menu, and there are (at least) two ways to go  about this.

Before you proceed however, it's useful to take a look in the back ofyour Amiga manual to try to 

identify the correct driver. In Workbench 2 you'll find the printer driver descriptions in Appendix B of 

Using the Amiga Workbench), but for Workbench 1.3 these details are in Chapter 4 of the small 

Enhancer Software manual supplied with your Amiga.

One of the first things to look for among the drivers of course, is the correct printer manufacturer. 

Although different models may vary in some details, it's likely that for common commands the codes 

will be the same amongst the same family of printers. Fine so far, but then how do you sort out 

precisely which driver is required? Take for example the Epson drivers, you'll notice that three of 

them are provided -  EpsonQ, EpsonX and EpsonXOId. In fact it's quite easy, being simply a process 

of elimination based on information you should already have.

The way to establish which driver you need is to look at the specifications for your printer in the 

technical section of its manual, and compare this with the information supplied for each of the 

Amiga's printer drivers. Looking at these three drivers the first thing to note is that only one of them, 

EpsonQ, is suitable for 24-pin Epson printers. Whether you have an impact printer or an ink-jet, 

colour printer or no t if it's an Epson 24-pin model this is the driver to choose. It's true that the 

manual doesn't exactly say this, but it's very easy to work it ou t  so let's see how it's done.

Take note of the various supported graphics resolutions supported by EpsonQ. All the horizontal 

resolutions, shown as XDPI, are measured in 360ths of an inch or multiples thereof. Likewise vertical 

dot-resolution, shown as YDPI, is in 180ths. Only 24-pin printers support these resolutions. Nine-pin 

models typically work in 120ths of an inch (some in 240ths) horizontally and 216ths vertically.

If you have a 9-pin Epson printer you'll therefore need to look at the other two drivers. In EpsonX 

you can see that the horizontal resolutions shown precisely match the above figures, up to 240 dots 

per inch horizontally (XDPI) and up to 216 dpi (YDPI) vertically. If your Epson printer's specifications 

also match these figures you should use the EpsonX driver.

Very early Epson models (all are 9-pin devices) didn't support such high dot densities, particularly 

in the vertical direction, usually being limited to a maximum of 1 /72nd of an inch. If your printer is 

one of these, compare the specification in its manual with the resolutions shown for the third Epson 

driver, EpsonXOId. You can see that the maximum YDPI for this driver is shown as 72, so if this is the 

maximum vertical resolution of your Epson printer this is the option to choose.

Of course not everyone will have an Epson printer, but many popular modem printers from other 

manufacturers are Epson compatible. For example, you w on't find a printer driver supplied for Star, 

Panasonic, Taxan, Citizen, Mannesman and numerous other highly popular makes. The reason for 

this is that they are all Epson compatible and therefore you will find that one of the Epson drivers 

suits your particular model perfectly. Note though that for some models there are choices about the 

type of compatibility provided. In such cases it may depend on the printer's basic configuration 

settings. If so make sure you choose the correct option when you set the printer up.

Whatever your printer model, you should be able to match its resolution to one of the drivers for 

the same family of printers of that of a similar type for which compatibility is provided. Note though 

that it's the maximum resolution of your printer that is the limiting factor, no printer driver can make 

your printer do things that it wasn't designed for. If compromise is necessary choose a driver that is 

within the maximum resolution of your particular model.
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Printer driver installation
Workbench 1.2 users have all the printer drivers on the Workbench disk already, so for them the 

following steps are unnecessary. We can now leave preferences for a while, so click on the cancel 

gadget in the bottom right comer of the menu. In Workbench 2 you will return immediately to the 

original Workbench screen, but 1.3 users will instead be presented with another menu, which should 

also be cancelled so as to return you to the Workbench screen.

Now close the Preferences window by clicking on the close gadget in the top left comer, then 

move the pointer back to the Workbench window. Next, move the pointer to the drawer called 

Utilities and click on that twice to open an Utilities window. You will see that one of the items in this 

window is called InstallPrinter. This is the Workbench tool which is provided to do the job of copying 

the printer driver for you if you don't want to do the job manually.

If you want to install your new printer driver this way that's fine, but note before you start that 

your working copy of the Extras disk must be correctly labelled. For example, in 1.3 the expected 

name is Extras 1.3, and note the single space between the two parts of the name. If your Extras copy 

is called, for example, Extrasl .3 without the space, (or anything else for that matter) you cannot use 

the Workbench InstallPrinter tool for the job because it won't recognise the disk.

In Workbench 1.3 and 2, if renaming is needed the simplest way is to insert the working copy of 

your Extras disk in any drive, and when its icon appears, select it by clicking on it once, then use the 

Rename option. Move the mouse pointer to the top bar of the Workbench screen and press the right 

mouse button and hold it down. You'll see the top bar changes to show the built-in Workbench 

options. Workbench 1.3 users will see that the left most option of the three is Workbench, while 

Workbench 2 users should direct their attention to Icons, the third from the left

Move the mouse pointer to the appropriate point on the menu bar and, still holding the right 

mouse button, you'll see a range of options on a drop-down menu. In Workbench in Workbench 1.3 

the fourth option is Rename, while in Icons in Workbench 2 it's the third option. Move the mouse 

pointer to that line and it will become highlighted. If it isn't it's because you didn't select the icon of 

your Extras disk, so go  back and do that first.

When you release the mouse button make sure the pointer is still on the rename option and a 

message will appear across the middle of the screen showing the current volume name in 

Workbench 1.3, while Workbench 2 will open a rename window. Either re-type or amend the 

existing volume name as necessary, whichever is easiest, using the keyboard. When the name is 

correct press the Return key and the disk name will be amended. You can then re-insert your 

Workbench disk and continue with printer driver installation.

To do so, (make sure your Workbench disk is in the drive) click on the InstallPrinter tool in the 

Utilities window and the current screen will be overlaid by a large empty window occupying two- 

thirds of the screen. This will be followed by a system request at the top left of the screen, asking you 

to put your Extras disk in any drive.

If you have two drives you can put the Extras disk in the second drive, normally DF1: and for the 

rest of this exercise you won't need to change disks. Single drive users are less fortunate since they 

must remove the Workbench disk from DFO: and replace it with the Extras disk. In either case, having 

inserted the Extras disk click on the Retry box at the bottom left of the requester window, or just wait 

a second or two and the disk will be read automatically.

If you have a single drive the requester will then change, this time asking for the Workbench disk 

again. Replace the Workbench disk and, after a bit more disk activity the requester will again change 

to indicate that the Extras disk is required. Replace the Extras disk and the names of all the available 

printer drivers will be displayed in the window, with an invitation at the bottom for you to type in
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the name of the required driver. Simply type in the name of the driver which most closely matches 

the capabilities of your printer and press Return.

On single drive systems you'll get a requester asking for the Workbench disk, followed by another 

for the Extras disk and so on, and if all goes well, after about five or six more disk swaps (I lost count) 

and a couple of minutes the job will be completed, the printer driver selection window will be closed 

and you'll be returned to the Workbench screen showing the Workbench and the utility windows. As 

before, users with an extra drive won't be bothered with all the disk changing but, especially for 

single drive users, there's actually a much simpler way to install your chosen driver.

Close the Utilities window and you should now be left with only the Workbench window open, 

with the Workbench disk in the drive. Note first though, that there's nothing in the Workbench 

window to indicate the presence or otherwise of a printer driver. Now  dick twice on the Shell icon, 

which will open an Am igaDOS shell w indow after a few seconds, and we'll see why.

For those unfamiliar with using a Shell (or a CU) the steps will be explained, but it's well worth 

becoming familiar with the use of a shell because as you'll see shortly, not every operation can be 

conveniently carried out from the Workbench. To learn a bit more about the use of the Shell, there's 

a brief introduction in your Amiga manual, chapter seven in either Introduction to the Amiga 500 

(1.2 and 1.3) or Using the Amiga Workbench (Workbench 2).

When you realise the value of direct communication with Am igaDOS you'll probably want more 

information. For a complete step by step in depth explanation with examples of just about 

everything you'll ever need to know, I suggest you get hold of Mastering AmigaDOS Volume One and 

Mastering AmigaDOS Volume Two, published by Bruce Smith Books. These have over 700 pages 

covering both Workbench 1.3 and 2, Volume One being essentially a tutorial and Volume Two being 

a highly detailed reference. Mastering Amiga Workbench by Bruce Smith covers all aspects of using 

the Workbench. See Appendix E.

The first thing we can do is to change the size of the Shell window, using the sizing gadget at the 

bottom right of the window. Make it slightly narrower so that you can see the disk icons. Now  we'll 

have a look at the directory in which the printer drivers live.

With your Workbench disk still in the drive enter the following command as shown, though if you 

prefer to use a colon instead of the slash that's OK. Of course commands shown here in upper case 

for clarity, can be typed in either upper or lower case as you prefer. By the way, if you find you can't 

type into the Shell now or later, it's because the Shell must be selected as the current window, just 

like any other.

DIR DEVS/PRINTERS

This command requests a listing of all the items (whether they're files or directories) in the directory 

PRINTERS, which in turn is in the directory DEVS on your Workbench disk. If you tried the 

Workbench printer driver installation above you should see that there are only two files, generic and 

the driver you chose to install. If you didn't, there will only be generic.

This shows one of the points of using a Shell -  you can directly see what files are on the disk no 

matter what they are. From the Workbench, if there's no icon for a drawer or a file you can 't  Next, 

we'll delete the driver we just installed, in my case EpsonQ, but you should use the name of your 

own driver if it's different, the command is:

DELETE DEVS/PRINTERS/EPSONR

Now  try another DIR, either in a CU  by re-typing or, in a shell by pressing cursor up twice to recall
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the previous command, followed by Return. Now the only driver should be generic again, so lets try 

another, quicker way of copying the file.

Keep the Workbench disk in the drive and type in the following three commands. The reason for 

these steps is to avoid the disk swapping which would otherwise be required when the commands 

are used later.

RESIDENT C/CD 
RESIDENT C/DIR 
RESIDENT C/COPY

These commands instruct Am igaDOS to read the commands from the Workbench disk into memory 

so that they are permanently available, even when the Workbench disk is removed. You can check 

this by the command RESIDENT on its own, which will show those commands which were made 

resident in the start-up sequence and those you have just added.

Next, remove the Workbench disk and insert the Extras disk. As usual the disk drive starts up and 

the Extras disk icon will appear automatically, but note that the shell prompt still says Workbench, 

which it will until we change it. The command to do so is:

CD DFO:

so enter that and you'll notice the prompt change. Now try the same command we used previously 

to get a list of the contents of directory DEVS/PRINTERS, though this time from the Extras disk. The 

command is exactly the same, so you can in a shell recall the previous one:

DIR DEVS/PRINTERS

What you'll now see is a list of all the printer drivers on the Extras disk, much as you did in the 

installation routine, except that this time they're one per line and other information is also included. 

Your screen should look something like Figure 4.2 which shows a Shell list for versions 2 and 1.3 of 

the Extras disk.

If you have only one disk drive you obviously can't have both disks in the machine at once, but 

we can avoid swapping disks by using the RAM disk, which is called RAM: in Shell commands. You 

should use the name of the particular driver you want to copy, replacing EPSONQ by it in the 

following command. Note that the TO is optional (it's allowed just to make commands more 

readable) so either form of the command can be used.

COPY DEVS/PRINTERS/EPSONft TO RAN:
COPY DEVS/PRINTERS/EPSONQ RAN:

If you now issue the command:

DIR RAN:

you'll see that, apart from the directories clipboard, say, t and the file info (which are always 

automatically put there during start-up) there is our printer driver. All we now need to do is to 

replace the Workbench disk in the drive and issue the following two commands:

CD DFO:
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COPY RA H:EPSONQ DEVS/PRINTERS

The first command tells AmigaDOS to read the volume, without which any access to the disk will fail, 

while the second copies the printer driver to the required destination directory. You can again check 

this with the DIR command that we've used several times before. Of course if you have two drives 

you can keep the Workbench disk in DFO: and put the Extras disk in DF1: and copy directly without 

using RAM: by the command:

COPY DF1:DEVS/PR INTERS/EPSON® DEVS/PRINTERS

Note that in the above commands there's no need to name the current disk, DFO:, since it has 

already been selected by the CD  DFO: command, but you can include it if you like. If you want to do 

this it's just extra typing but it's harmless, so the above command would become:

COPY DF 1:DEVS/PRINTERS/EPSONQ DFO:DEVS/PRINTERS

Note also in these commands that although CD  DFO: seems to have much the same effect as clicking 

on the disk icon in the workbench, in a shell or CLI you're communicating directly with AmigaDOS, 

and Workbench selections have no effect.

If you are using Workbench 2 or 

later you can actually copy the printer 

driver files across using the Workbench 

itself. Insert the Extras disk and select 

it. Then choose the Show All Files 

option from the Windows menu. 

Several new drawers will be displayed 

in the Extras disk window. Open the 

drawer called Devs and then the 

drawer inside this called Printers. This 

will display the printer drive icons -  

similar to Figure 10.x. Locate the 

driver required and drag this to the 

RAM disk. Open the RAM disk and 

select Show All Files again. Replace the 

Workbench disk and use the same 

procedure to open the Printer drawer 

before dragging the printer driver into 

it from the RAM disk.

Tidying up
OK, so there are two completely different ways to install a printer driver, so what? Well, the first 

point I'd make is that, although those users new to the shell might have felt a little more at home 

with the first method, there can't be any argument that the shell method is much quicker and easier, 

since you only change disks once instead of five or six times.

Certainly this may be a one-off exercise for many of you, but some users may have more than one 

printer, say an inkjet black-and-white model for high quality text and an impact colour model for 

screen dumps. They may then want two different copies of the Workbench disk, each with one of
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the drivers installed. If I had to carry out this task more than once I know which I'd prefer to do.

From the Workbench it never gets any easier, it's just as long-winded and tedious every time.

Using the Shell, copy both (all?) the required drivers to RAM: in one go, then insert each of the 

Workbench disks in turn and just repeat the C D  and COPY commands each time, changing only the 

name of the driver. Of course we've also changed or added to several items in the system, so before 

we leave we ought to clear up, especially if the machine has 500K of RAM: since some memory has 

been used up by some of our operations. In fact we've reserved about 27K, but every bit is worth 

recovering to make it available other tasks. Enter the following commands to put everything back as 

it was when we entered the Shell.

RESIDENT CD REROVE 
RESIDENT DIR REROVE 
RESIDENT COPY REROVE 
DELETE RAH:EPSONQ

The first three are the similar to the original resident commands, except there's no directory path in 

front of the command and at the end is the addition REMOVE, which does exactly what you'd 

expect You can leave them if you like, but if you do they remain resident even if you end the Shell. 

This can be useful sometimes, because if you later return they are still available On the same Shell) 

until either you remove them yourself or you re-start the system.

Removing the resident commands means they are scrapped, and the memory they previously 

occupied is freed for other uses, so if lack of memory might be a problem it's wise to do this. 

Deleting your driver file (or files) from RAM: serves a similar purpose.

You'll also remember that the default driver in DEVS/PRINTERS was generic, and that too is a file 

(although custom isn't). Since you now have the correct driver on your Workbench disk there's no 

point in wasting valuable disk space keeping unwanted files. You can free a little more Workbench 

disk space too therefore, by deleting generic while you're still in the shell. The file is only just over 

1K, but removing it frees four blocks and in single drive systems every bit helps. The command is:

DELETE DEVS/PRINTERS/GENERIC

The final step of course is to leave the Shell and this can be done simply by clicking in the top 

lefthand of the Shell window. However, this is only available from Release 2 of the Workbench. If you 

are using release 1.3 or a CU  you will have to issue a manual command. In this case two commands 

have the desired effect, closing the shell window and returning you to the Workbench screen.

Either:

ENDSHELL

ENDCLI

Having selected and installed the correct driver we're now ready to set Workbench printer 

preferences, so that's what we'll do next.
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Chapter 5 -  Printer preferences

Printer preferences are so called because, like other preference selections, 

many of the options or choices are either a matter of personal taste or depend 

on variables outside the Amiga, such as in this case your printer type or the 

paper you want to use. Of course defaults are pre-set which would allow you 

to print something immediately, but after installing the correct driver you should then set other 

things the way you want them.

The choice is yours
If you now open the Utilities window and again select the Printer Preferences tool, when you return 

to the Printer Preferences screen you'll see that the range of drivers on offer has now changed. 

Although we have installed the driver on the Workbench disk, it's not automatically selected for you. 

In 1.3 you'll see that the current setting is Custom, although as we saw there is no such file. The 

name of your newly installed driver is displayed, but it's not yet selected. If you deleted Generic as 

was suggested, you'll also notice that choice has now disappeared.

Custom is provided in Workbench 1.3 to allow you to type the full directory path and filename of 

a special driver directly into Printer Preferences, but its title is perhaps a bit misleading because a 

custom driver doesn't actually exist unless you set it. For this reason, in Workbench 2 Custom does 

not appear in the driver options at all. The option to specify one still exists, but it's not as a 
misleading pre-set name. Instead, Workbench 2 has a text gadget which allows the name of another 

driver to be entered.

However, in either case, even if you have a special driver, whether supplied with your printer or 

from any other source, if you copy the driver to DEVS/PRINTERS on the Workbench disk using a 

Shell, it will automatically appear as one of the printer driver options here anyway. Frankly this is 

much the simplest way to deal with any new or alternative driver.

Custom is really only of use if you want to temporarily use a different driver which isn't located in 

DEVS/PRINTERS, and you must supply the full path specification if you use it. This implies that you 

must have a disk which can be left in a drive, so apart from RAM: or RAD: for single drive systems, 

DF1: if you have a second floppy, or a hard disk, the only other possibility is the Workbench disk in 

DFO:!

In practical terms, apart from hard disk systems, it's much simpler and less restrictive (on disks 

and drives especially) to install all drivers in DEVS/PRINTERS and either change the driver selection in 

preferences when required, or as suggested previously, have a different copy of Workbench for each 

occasion if you don't want more than one driver on the disk to maximise free space.

For the remainder of this chapter we'll look at the various options in Printer Preferences for 

Workbench 2 and then 1.3 separately. Although the choices to be made in both are the same 

overall, the way the items in each menu are presented is different, as the organisation of Workbench 

has been considerably updated in version 2.1.2 users can follow the 1.3 text, since differences here 

are slight.

This is also the point where we come to the chicken and egg conundrum. Some of the items in 

Printer Preferences are mutually inter-dependent with others. In other words, change one and you 

must change the other accordingly. Unfortunately in many cases the reverse is also true, that is, 

change the other and you must change the first one. I suggest you read through everything at least 

once before you try any changes. That way you'll know which other items you're affecting when you 

change the first one.
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To help with this a figure is included for each of the Workbench versions showing the Printer 

Preferences screen. Also, after looking round the screens in both Workbench 2 and 1.3, we'll draw all 

the related points together in a summary, so that you can decide on the best way to use Preferences 

for your purposes.

Workbench 2 preferences
Printer Preferences has been simplified in Workbench 2, so that although all the elements are there, 

the screen looks rather cleaner and less cluttered, and in consequence it's easier to see the range of 

options.

At the top left are the printer drivers and there should be only one, your chosen driver. Note that 

at the bottom right of the selection tool are two small gadgets, up and down. These are used to 

move the displayed selections up or down if you have more drivers in DEVS/PRINTERS than the 

display can accommodate. To select any currently displayed driver, simply move the pointer to it and 

click on it.

Figure 5.1. Workbench 2 Printer Preferences.

Below the driver display is a text 

gadget, which if clicked on allows you 

to type in the full path-name of 

another driver to give the equivalent 

of custom, mentioned before.

Previous comments apply.

Below printer driver selection you'll 

notice three tools -  Printer Port, Paper 

Type and Paper Size. You can see at 

the left end of each display is a gadget 

showing a circular arrow. Clicking on

this cycles the available options. In all these tools the currently displayed option is the chosen setting. 

As you can see, Printer Port defaults to parallel, so if that's correct just leave it.

The only alternative here is serial, so click on the cycle gadget once to change it if your printer 

connection is serial. For a serial printer you'll also need to make sure the speed is correct, see the 

notes at the end of the chapter.

Paper Type similarly has only two choices, the default of Fan-fold (continuous or tractor fed 

stationery) or Single, which means cut-sheets. Choose whichever you're going to use.

Paper Size is slightly misleading, because it actually refers to the maximum length of line you will 

allow to be printed. The default is suitable for 80 column printers, but if you have a wide carriage 

model choose that option instead, even if you intend to use eight inch paper most of the time. The 

number of physical characters to be printed per line is controlled by another setting.

At the top right of the screen you'll see three more options, the first of which is Paper Length 

(Lines). This defaults to 66, which means a page length of eleven inches at six lines per inch, but by 

clicking on the displayed value you can amend the setting through the keyboard, by deleting and re

typing, as you can for the two options below.

The next selection is Left Margin (Chars), which defines the start-point for printing on each 

printer line in current sized characters. The default is five but you may prefer to amend this when 

you read on a bit further.

Next is Right Margin (Chars), which defines the number of characters that will be sent to the 

printer before a new-line command is issued. Again it's measured in current sized characters, so like 

the left margin, it is in effect a movable boundary if the preference character size is changed.
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Towards the bottom right are three more choices, Print Pitch, Print Spacing and Print Quality. 

These are changed like the three to their left by using the cycle gadget

Print Pitch has three possible settings - 1 0 ,1 2  and 15, though only 24-pin printers are likely to 

offer 15 pitch, old 9-pin models certainly don#t.

Print Spacing refers to the number of lines printed per inch, and defaults to six. The alternative 

option is eight The final preference setting is Print Quality. Again there are only two choices, Draft 

and Letter, so select the one you'll use most frequently, probably draft. Obviously if your printer 

doesn't support LQ, don't select it

Across the bottom of the screen are three more gadgets -  Save, Use and Cancel. Clicking on any 

of these three gadgets leaves Printer Preferences and returns you to the Workbench screen.

Selecting Save means that any preference changes you've made are written to the Workbench 

disk and henceforth will be used, both immediately and every time you start the system anew, unless 

you change anything again yourself of course.

Use means that the currently displayed settings will be used by the Workbench immediately, but 

the changes won't be written to the Workbench disk. This in turn means you can temporarily change 

settings for the current work session, but that your original preferences will be loaded as usual the 

next time you start the Amiga.

At the right is the cancel gadget, which as usual means forget all changes made this time and go 

straight back to the Workbench.

Workbench 1.3 preferences
Starting with our newly installed printer driver, move the pointer to the top right, where you can see 

two large vertical arrows, one up, one down. Click on one or other of these to move the available list 

of driver options up or down as appropriate. If you can see only custom and your newly chosen 

driver, with custom as the current setting, click on the down arrow once to select your own driver.

If you do have two different printers, 

but want to use them both from one 

Workbench disk, install both drivers in 

DEVS/PRINTERS and return to 

Preferences to select the appropriate 

driver for whichever printer you're 

about to use whenever you change 

from one to the other.

Immediately to the left of the 

driver selection gadget you'll see the 

interface selection, parallel or serial. If your printer is parallel you'll find this is already set, but to 

change to serial if necessary, just point to the serial tool and click once. For a serial printer you'll also 

need to make sure the speed is correct, see the notes at the end of this chapter.

Beneath the interface tools the next choice is paper size. This is to tell PRT: how big the printer's 

page is, so that, for example, new page control codes can be sent at the appropriate time during 

printing. The defaults are narrow tractor, which is correct for 80-column printers, and 66 lines, which 

means an eleven inch long page at six lines per inch.

If you need to change the width simply click once on the one you require and it is selected. If you 

have a wide carriage printer, for example, change to that selection (even if you're using narrower 

paper).

If you need to alter the page length, you must click on the length tool and then correct the
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number of lines per page using the keyboard, pressing Return when you've finished. However, 

before you change anything it's advisable to read through the rest of the options first.

Under the paper size, at the bottom left of the screen you'll see the two settings for the start and 

end character position of the print line. These are defaulted to the minimum, 1, and 80 which means 

a full line in 10 pitch print on an 80 column printer. Note however that, if you changed the printer 

width, these settings don't automatically change accordingly, just as changing paper size doesn't 

change the number of lines per page. If you want to use 80 column paper in a wide carriage printer 

here's one place where you can restrict the print line length.

To the right of the margins you'll find pitch selection. This indicates the type size you want the 

printer to adopt by default, whenever it is initialised. The default selection is Pica, but you can 

change to 12 pitch (all printers) or 15 pitch (24-pin models only, but see Initialisation later in this 

chapter) by clicking once on the required size.

Above the pitch selections you'll find a choice between fan-fold (continuous) and single (cut- 

sheet) paper, just dick on the one you are going to use. To the right of the paper selection is the 

choice between draft and letter quality print. These need no further explanation, so click on the one 

you intend to use most of the time.

1 Below the type quality is the line space setting. This is set to six lines per inch by default, but eight 

can be selected simply by clicking on it.

To the right you will notice four tools, vertically stacked. The top two, marked graphic 1 and 

graphic 2, each take you to another preferences menu concerned with printer graphics, which we'll 

come to later. The bottom two, OK and cancel should be pretty self-explanatory, but while cancel 

effectively means forget it, return to the Workbench, OK means only all right so far, because another 

menu appears if you select it.

This next menu is in fact the one that you would get if you selected the preferences tool in the 

Workbench preferences window. We won't dwell on its other features, but it's only here that you 

commit yourself to the printer settings you've made, or not, as you decide.

At the extreme top left are two gadgets which can be used if you think you'd like to start again. 

Reset you're probably a;; familiar with for other reasons, but it does reset Printer Preferences as well. 

However, you might see some strange things instead of driver names if you use it.

If this happens just use the driver selection arrows to produce a sensible selection. The last saved 

gadget simply reloads all the preference settings from the Workbench disk as if you'd just started the 

system again.

At the bottom right corner are five gadgets. The first of these changes printer, will take you 

straight back to the Printer Preferences menu we've just left, in case you decide on a last minute 

change.

To the right are two smaller gadgets, save and use. Save means just that, any preference setting 

changes that you've made are written to disk and will be loaded again every time you start the 

system or use last saved, unless you change them yourself.

Use, on the other hand, means use the current settings immediately, until the system is re-started, 

but don't change the settings recorded on the Workbench disk. In this way you can change things 

temporarily, for the current work session, knowing that they'll be back to normal next time you 

restart the Amiga or click on last saved again. Clicking on either the use or save gadget leaves 
preferences and returns you to the Workbench screen.

Below these two is the cancel gadget, which as usual means forget any changes made this time 

and go directly back to the Workbench. The other gadget is the change pointer, which doesn't 

concern us here.

Now that we've seen all the basic printer settings in preferences, go to the section called Putting
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it all Together so that we can do just that, with a few extra points thrown in that you'll need to think 

about at the same time.

Initialisation
The first point to appreciate is that many of these basic Printer Preferences settings essentially are 

concerned with text mode operation. We haven't yet looked at settings for graphics dumping, but 

clearly such things as the default character size have nothing to do with graphics printing.

The second point to remember is that, although you may have set your Printer Preferences in the 

Workbench, you haven't yet asked the Amiga to tell the printer about them. You'll probably find that 

some of your printer preference settings need to be changed in use, perhaps even on a fairly regular 

basis, for example switching from draft to LQ and vice-versa. You must remember that whenever you 

do make any printer preference alterations, or when you first switch your printer on, there's another 

task to perform before preferences take effect. You must also always ensure that your printer is on

line, that is, waiting for data, before you do this.

Open a Workbench window if you don't have one open, then click on the System tool. A system 

window will open and you'll see that one of the displayed icons is called Init Printer. Before any 

preference settings take effect (or preference changes set by save or use) you must double click on 

the Init Printer tool. This is what causes your current Preference settings to be sent to the printer.

Note that printer initialisation isn't included in the Amiga's standard start-up sequence either, so 

don't assume that you don't need to do this when you've just started the system, even if your printer 

was already on-line at the time. Until you request printer initialisation any previous printer settings, 

or the printer's own default settings if you haven't previously run Init Printer in the current session, 

remain unchanged.

Always bear in mind that all the settings in Printer Preferences are transmitted to the printer only 

when Init Printer is used. Unfortunately you can't be selective about which preference settings will be 

actioned, they all are every time. For example, regardless of the type-size your printer is configured 

to start-up in, after using Init Printer the Printer Preferences setting will govern the current type-size.

If you find that your printer doesn't behave as you expect and you're positive its configuration is 

correct, one of the preference settings must have over-ridden it.

It's an excellent, in fact almost a vital idea to experiment with different printer preference 

settings, to learn exactly what effect varying the settings may have on your particular printer. 

Remember to use Init Printer each time to make the settings take effect! You can check many results, 

for example line length, margin positions type size, by printing just a few lines of text, so you 

needn't use tons of paper and it won't take long.

For example, if like me you have an Epson 24-pin model or equivalent, and you select 15 pitch 

type size in preferences, you might very well expect that the printer will then switch to a typeface of 

15 cpi. In fact it doesn't. Selecting 15 pitch from preferences and initialising actually sets Pica 

condensed (which is 17 cpi) in my printer. This is in spite of the fact that it's a genuine Epson printer 

and I know that its character pitch control commands are absolutely Epson standard.

Having initialised the printer, I also found that its own configured international character set (UK 

for obvious reasons) had been changed to USA. I didn't request this, in fact it's not even a 

preferences option, so before using the printer I'll need to change back to the UK character set by 

other means.

It's obviously not a good idea to take anything to do with your printer and Printer Preferences for 

granted. A bit of deliberate experimenting and checking might prove highly illuminating, and might 

save you much wasted time. It may even be worth considering avoiding the use of Init Printer 

altogether, if you are able to configure your printer sufficiently using its own internal facilities. That
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way you could at least avoid unexpected side-effects and configuration changes.

If you do use Init Printer though, as was mentioned earlier, various of the settings in Printer 

Preferences are mutually dependent, so bear in mind these must be made consistent. Alternatively, if 

you choose to avoid Init Printer, perhaps because of odd side-effects, you'll still need to ensure that 

your Printer Preferences are consistent with the way your printer is configured.

Next, we'll take a look at the sort of things to consider if you're to avoid clashes or contradictions.

Putting it together
First, note that there is what looks like an inconsistency between preferences and the way your 

printer works. In Printer Preferences the left and right margin positions are specified as absolute 

character numbers starting from one, while character positions in printers always start from zero!

This doesn't mean there's a problem, but it does mean that you must remember to add one to 

whatever value the printer manual indicates if you need to transfer printer command settings into 

preferences, or of course to subtract one if you're going the other way. In other words, in an 80 

column printer using Pica, printer character positions go from zero to 79, but in Printer Preferences 

they go from one to 80, although the two mean the same.

Now let's consider a potential problem. As was explained before, margins in applications and 

programs are often printed spaces, but the physical size of a space depends on the character size 

currently being used. If you set your printer's margins in Preferences they're actually the real printer 

margins, but remember that their physical positions will always depend on the type-size you have 

currently set in preferences.

This means that if you later change the printer's character size and re-initialise the printer to make 

the change take effect, unless you have adjusted the left and right margin values accordingly too, the 

printer's physical margins will move. You'll then get different margin positions for each character 

size. It needn't be a problem, but you must remember it and allow for it if you want consistent 

margins.

Now let's look at some of the other things in Preferences which are mutually dependent. They're 

all pretty simple and involve only simple arithmetic and common sense. An obvious example is the 

combination of paper (ie printer) width, left and right margins, character size and the number of 

characters per line. In fact, logically two of these settings appear to be superfluous. If you state the 

character size, the first character position and the number of characters per line, the others, such as 

the line's total length, hence the right margin, can be calculated.

Even so, the other settings exist and you must make sure they're consistent, so let's look at an 

example. If you decide on a type size of 10 cpi with preferences set up for a narrow tractor printer 

with margins at one and 80 and 96 characters per line, there's clearly going to be conflict. This 

number of characters just can't fit into a narrow tractor (80 column) printer's line in 10 pitch. If, of 

the above settings, either the type-size were 12 cpi or the number of characters per line were set to 

80, there would be no problem. Of course if you also restrict the line by setting margins this will 

have to be allowed for as well.

The easiest way to approach this is to first decide on the character size you want to use, within 

the limitations of your printer's maximum line length, since ultimately that governs everything else. 

Next, fix how many characters per line there will be, based on the length of the printed line you 

want and the margin sizes you intend to use.

To illustrate, suppose 8.5 inch paper is to be used and a type size of 12 cpi is preferred. Three- 

quarter inch left and right margins might suit our purpose, so the remaining print line length is 

seven inches. This means 84 (7 x 1 2 )  characters per line, with the left margin at position eight, and 

the right one at position 92 (84 + 8).
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Just to be sure you've got the idea, let's try another example, using 13.2 inch wide paper (ie wide 

tractor), but with a type size of 15 pitch and one inch margins at both ends. The remaining print line 

length is 11.2 inches, which at 15 cpi works out to a printed line of 168 characters (11.2 x 15). The 

left margin position will of course be 15, while the right one will be 183 (168 + 15).

A similar bit of simple arithmetic is needed when you decide on page length settings. With 11 

inch long pages and six lines per inch spacing, you could obviously get a total of 66 lines on a page, 

while the same line spacing with 12 inch paper gives 72 lines. With the same two page lengths, but 

line spacing set at eight lines per inch the resulting values are 88 and 96 lines per page respectively.

Just as for the width settings, these three variables are related and if you alter any one of them the 

others must change accordingly, most especially if you're using continuous paper. This is because, 

after you've next used Init Printer, this calculated page size in preferences is translated into the page 

length setting command for your printer, which will then use that size when performing a form-feed.

A touch of green
Something else which you might like to consider before you decide on your final preference settings 

or your printer's configuration, is the amount of text you can get on a page. The defaults in 

Preferences and in most printers are set for a type size of 10 cpi and six lines per inch, because these 

generally are considered to be standard.

The first variable which governs page capacity is character size. Using a printed line length of 

seven inches (for example) obviously means 70 characters spaces per line in Pica. You might be 

interested to know that, in many printers these days, the character matrix used for both 10 and 12 

pitch print is identical. In other words the same physical characters are used for both pitches. This 

means the size of the characters must be small enough not to overlap in 12 pitch, with the result 

that they look a bit stretched-out in 10 pitch, so the gaps between them look just a bit too big.

Change your default type size to Elite (12 pitch) and the characters and the gaps between them 

appear to be more correctly proportioned. It also means you'll be able to print 84 characters per line 

on a seven inch print line, so this change alone means 20 per cent more text on each page.

Now consider the standard line spacing, six lines per inch. You might try eight, especially if your 

print volumes are likely to be high. For the same reason as above, you might find that eight lines per 

inch looks slightly better in correspondence, particularly if you've already decided to use 12 pitch 

characters.

It's only a suggestion and you might disagree, but eight lines per inch instead of six has the 

undeniable advantage of consuming 33 per cent less paper. If you combine the two settings, with 

say a half inch top and bottom margin on eleven inch paper, Pica at six lines per inch gives a 

maximum of 4,200 characters per page (70 characters by 60 lines), but Elite at eight lines per inch 

gives 84 by 80, or 6,888 characters per page.

The net result of these two changes is a gain of 64 per cent more text on each page, a calculated 

saving of very nearly 400 pages in every thousand, which in practice probably will be more. This is a 

worthwhile benefit to your pocket, but given the millions of computers worldwide, potentially a 

huge one to the world's tree population.

Serial preferences
If you have a serial printer connection you must ensure that the settings of the Amiga's serial port 

precisely match the settings of your printer. You'll find the serial connection data (note, data, not 

electrical) specifications in your printer manual.

Most printers have standardised on 9,600 bps as the default setting, but make sure you've set the
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printer's start-up configuration correctly, many also allow other bit rates. You may find that other 

settings, under the heading word length, data word or something similar, can also be varied. A 

typical specification might look something like this:

Handshaking DTK and RTS/CTS 
Data Word 
1 start bit 
8 data bits
Odd, even or no parity 
1 or sore stop bits

Handshaking is something we've already looked at in principle, but in case you're interested, DTR 

means Data Terminal Ready and RTS and CTS mean Request To Send and Clear To Send 

respectively. These are simply the names of the signals which allow the computer and the printer to 

keep in step with each other.

The start bit is one data bit which is sent to warn the printer that a data byte is about to be sent 

The next eight bits (though it might be seven in some old printers) represent the data itself, while 

the parity bit is a single bit used to assist in data integrity checking. No parity means no check and 

no parity bit is then sent or expected, but odd or even parity means parity bits will be sent and 

checked.

Here's how they work. Let's use an upper case A  again as our example. This has a binary value of 

01000001. As you can see, the data byte has two bits set, so if the parity setting were odd the parity 

bit would be set on to make the total number of bits (data bits plus parity bit) odd. With two data 

bits set, but with even parity, the parity bit would remain off, or zero, because the total number of 

bits is already an even number. That's all there is to parity.

Stop bits are one or more bits which follow the parity bit (or the bits in the byte if no parity) 

which confirm that all the bits have been sent (and received).

The actual settings you use for your printer (if you have a choice) are not in themselves 

significant In other words, for a device like a printer one combination isn't better than another. The 

only important point is that you must exactly match each of the printer's settings to Workbench 

Serial Preferences, or the printer won't work.

In Workbench 1.3, after you leave the Printer Preferences you get the main preferences screen 

before getting back to the Workbench, as we've already seen, which you can also access directly by 

clicking on the preferences tool in the utilities window. On the left of the screen, about half-way up, 

you'll see a tool labelled Change Serial. Click on this tool and you will then be presented with the 

screen for setting up the Amiga's serial port.

For printer purposes the buffer size doesn't matter (it's for receiving data only) but all the other

options must precisely match the way 

your printer is set up. Speed is 

adjusted by means of the up and 

down tools, while all the remaining 

choices are simply a case of clicking 

on the desired setting.
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In Workbench 2 serial settings have 

a tool of their own in the utilities 

window. Click on that twice to get to 

the serial settings. The speed is the 

top item, with the input buffer size
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below it, but the buffer doesn't matter for printers since they're output only devices. Click on the 

speed marker and drag it left to reduce speed, or right to increase it.

Across the rest of the screen below are the remaining adjustments, Handshaking, Parity, Bits/Char (ie 

data bits) and Stop bits. Click on the one setting gadget in each option which makes it match the 

way your printer is configured.

In all versions of Workbench, after adjustment of the serial settings, you must again save them, so 

that they'll be loaded automatically next time you use the system. As we've already noted, there's a 

clash if you have a serial printer and you also want to use communications. There's only one serial 

port and one Serial Preferences set-up, so as you probably won't be able to use the same preferences 

for both this is another area where having two Workbench disks, one for each purpose, might be the 

best solution.

As a final point, if when you've set up your printer's Serial Preferences, the printer doesn't 

produce anything when it should, but it self-tests OK, it's almost certain that you have an 

inconsistency between the Amiga's serial preferences and the printer's serial interface settings.

If just a single item is different, the printer simply will not work. If this happens, re-check 

everything from the start. Only when you're positive it's all correct should you suspect the interface 

lead (unless of course you made up the lead yourself!).
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Chapter 6 -  Graphic Preferences

The selections made in Printer Graphics Preferences are used to control the 

size, orientation, dot-density and if appropriate, colour, of the image 

produced on your printer when screen dumping.

In Workbench 2, Printer Graphics Preferences have been re-organised and 

are more cleanly and simply presented than in Workbench 1.3. However, the basic elements and 

choices to be made in the two versions are similar. Although we need to treat the two versions 

separately for the purposes of looking round the screens, the discussion of the options and the effect 

of each applies equally to both.

Workbench versions
Before looking at each version separately, we'll briefly contrast the major organisational differences, 

so that anyone contemplating an upgrade to Workbench 2 will have an idea of what changes to 

expect.

The first difference between Workbench 2 and any earlier versions is that Printer Graphics 

Preferences have an icon of their own, called PrinterGFX, which is accessed directly from the 

preferences drawer. This means that printer graphics can be changed more easily, since you don't 

need to go via other screens to get to or from them.

When PrinterGFX is selected, the second difference becomes apparent, which is that a single 

screen now gives access to all the options, there is no second screen as there is in earlier Workbench 

versions. Equally, when leaving Printer Graphics Preferences, you are returned directly to the 

Workbench display, again without the need to go via an intermediate screen, since the 

save/use/cancel gadgets are also on the Graphics Preferences screen. The presentation and use of 

Printer Graphics Preferences is therefore quicker, cleaner and more convenient in Workbench 2 than 

in earlier versions.

By contrast, graphics preferences in Workbench 1.3 and earlier versions employ two separate 

Preference screens and both are needed to cover all the options. Also entering either of the screens, 

leaving them or switching between the two, involves the use of at least one other intermediate 

screen, so these versions are less convenient and straightforward. Ah well, such is progress! This time 

we'll take a more brisk look round screens for each Workbench version, then we'll be able to spend 

more time on seeing what the various selections and options mean.

Workbench 2 graphics preferences
If you're a previous user of earlier Workbench versions you'll find version 2 graphics preferences 

much simpler. Everything is presented on one screen, which is directly accessed from the Workbench

by clicking on the PrinterGFX icon in the 

preferences drawer.

You'll then see the screen shown in 

Figure 6.1, which contains all the options 
you need for graphics printing in a single 

screen. We'll now take a quick tour round 

the options, starting at the top left corner 

of the screen.

Figure 6.1. The Workbench 2 PrtnterQFX screen.
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In this location is a gadget called Color Correct (it's still the American spelling). There are three 

possible selections, red, green and blue, each of which can be selected regardless of whether the 

other two are set or no t  Below the gadget you can see the default setting showing Colors=4096. 

This indicates the total number of colours available without colour correction applied.

Below the colour correction gadget you can see a block of five items together, with Threshold a 

little way below them. Each of the five Dithering, Scaling, Image, Aspect and Shade has at the left a 

cycle gadget. Clicking on the cycle gadget will show, one at a time, the range of options available 

for each in turn. In each case the selected option is the one displayed.

Dithering has three options -  the default Ordered, plus Halftone and Floyd-Steinberg.

Scaling defaults to Fraction, the only alternative being Integer.

Image has two options, Positive or Negative. In simple terms Negative reverses the density of 

print, so dark screen items are printed light and vice-versa.

Aspect likewise offers two choices, Horizontal and Vertical. Horizontal aspect means that a printer 

dump of a screen will be in the same orientation as the screen. Choosing vertical aspect means the 

printed image is rotated by 90 degrees, so that the left edge of the screen display is printed as the 

first line on the printer, while the top edge of the screen becomes the right hand edge of the print

Shade offers four choices, including the default of Black and White. Two of the other three are 

two different greyscales, where shading is employed, while the other option is Colour, obviously only 

relevant to users of a colour printer when coloured screen dumps are required, though colour printer 

users can still opt for a black and white dump.

To the right of Color Correct in the centre, is a gadget called Smoothing. This is a straight 

choice, On or Off. Select simply by clicking on the gadget once to change the setting.

To the right in the comer of the screen, is a gadget called Left Offset. This is used to position the 

printed image on the printer's carriage. By default this is set to zero, meaning there's no offset. This 

means, unless you change it  graphics printing starts from the extreme left of the print line.

Immediately below that is Centre Picture, which again is a simple on or off choice. The default is 

off, so just click once on the gadget to change it.

Below the centre gadget you'll see three lines together, all of which are concerned with the size 

of the image to be printed. As you can see the default is Ignore.

The final adjustment possible is called Density, located at the bottom right-hand comer. In 

essence this selects the printer's bit image mode to be used for the print, but it also affects line 

spacing.

The only items not covered above are the three standard choices across the bottom of the screen 

-  Save, Use and Cancel. I trust by now that these need no further explanation. Selecting any of these 

three returns you directly to the Workbench screen.

Workbench 1.3 graphics preferences
In Workbench 1.3 or earlier, Printer Graphics Preferences are most easily accessed via the Printer 

Preferences icon. You can also get to it via the general preferences icon, but this adds yet another 

step to the process, since you'll then need to select the change printer gadget as well.

However you get there, on the Printer Preferences screen half way down on the right-hand side, 

just above the various exit gadgets, you'll see two gadgets called Graphicsl and Graphics2. Both of 

these are needed if you want to access all the options, and in both cases the only way to get to 

either graphics preferences screen, to leave them or to Save or Use your new settings, is via the 

Printer Preferences screen.

If you select Graphicsl you'll be presented with the first of the two Graphics Preferences screens, 

shown in Figure 6.2, which we'll now take a look at.
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The most noticeable item on the screen is 

the threshold gadget, primarily because it's 

at the top and it occupies the entire width 

of the display. However, although it's the 

most noticeable item, threshold on its own 

doesn't mean much. So for the moment all 

we need say about it is that by placing the 

mouse pointer on the threshold pointer, 

then pressing and holding the left mouse 

button while moving the mouse to the 

right or left, the threshold value can be 

increased or decreased. The purpose of this 

we'll see in due course.

Apart from adjusting threshold, all the 

remaining selections on this screen are made simply by placing the mouse pointer on the required 

setting and pressing the left mouse button.

Below threshold to the left you'll see two choices under the heading Aspect. This gadget offers 

two choices, Horizontal or Vertical. The selection is made by clicking on the one required. If the 

aspect setting is Horizontal, the printer dump of a screen will be in the orientation seen on the 

display, that is with the top at the top. If Vertical is chosen, the printed image is rotated clockwise 

through 90 degrees, so that the left edge of the display appears as the first line on the printer.

Below Aspect you'll see a gadget called Shade, offering four choices. The bottom of these is Color 

(spelt the American way) which obviously is only relevant if you have a colour printer and want to 

produce coloured dumps. If this option is chosen the screen dump will include colour control 

commands to set or change the printer's ink colour as required to mimic the colours displayed on 

screen.

For the remaining three shade options, two greyscale choices plus black and white, no colour 

commands are included in a screen dump, so although these are the choice for a mono printer, they 

can also be used for a colour printer. The dump will then be be in the ink colour already selected by 

the printer at power-up, or as set by previous operations.

Above the OK/Cancel gadgets, to the right of aspect, you can see a gadget called Image. This 

offers two choices, Positive or Negative. If Positive is chosen dark items on the screen appear dark on 

the print, light ones are light. If Negative is chosen the reverse applies, light colours are printed as 

dark ones, dark ones appear light, just as in a photographic negative.

That's all there is on this screen, so having made any decisions you can only click on either the 

OK or the Cancel gadget. In either case you will be returned to the basic Printer

Preferences screen
If we now take a look at Graphics2, shown 

for convenience in Figure 6.3, we'll note 

the options on offer. We'll then move on to 

discuss the various selections separately, 

because as for basic Printer Preferences, 

several of these settings are mutually 

dependent.

Figure 6.2. The Workbench 1.3 Grophlal screen.

Figure 6.3. The Workbench 1.3 Gruphks2 screen. At the top left you'll see Smoothing, with a
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simple choice, On or Off. Select by clicking on the desired setting.

In the centre, to the right of Smoothing, is the selection for where you want your image to 

appear on the printer. The top part of this gadget, called Left Offset, allows the image to be 

indented from the left by a given amount, while the lower item, Center (sic) allows it to be 

automatically centred on the printer carriage. By default Center is off and the indent (Left Offset) is 

zero. Unless you change these therefore, graphics printing starts from the printer's left margin 

position.

To the right again, still on the top row, you'll find Density. This offers a range of numbers from 

one to seven inclusive. This setting defines the printer graphics mode to be used for the print, that is, 

one of the Printer driver's graphics densities already investigated in preceding chapters.

Below Density is Scaling. This controls the sort of adjustment made to the pixels to be printed 

when the size of the image is being manipulated. There are two options, Fraction or Integer, which 

we'll look at more closely later.

Left of Scaling, in the centre of the screen, is Dithering, and you'll see there are three options, 

Ordered, Half-tone and one marked F-S. Again we'll leave this topic for now.

At the left side of the screen, half way up, is a gadget called Color Correct. There are three 

choices, any or all of which can be selected regardless of whether the others are selected. By default 

the bottom line of this gadget shows Colors=4096, which means no correction is being applied.

Ignoring the OK and Cancel gadgets for the moment, the whole of the bottom area of the screen 

is concerned with defining the size of an image which is to be printed. As you can see in the centre, 

the default setting is ignore, but for each of the other possible choices below ignore you'll need to 

supply appropriate values by keyboard entry, to the width and height limit boxes you can see on the 

left. As usual, if you need to type into these, after selecting one of the Limits options, you'll need to 

click on the appropriate box once before values can be entered.

If you now skip over the Workbench 2 section, we'll take a more detailed look at what all these 

choices mean.

Booby traps
Before getting into what various Graphics Preferences settings mean, it's well worth making a few 

basic points about graphics dumping. We've already looked at some potential problems, here are a 

few more. These are items which, in themselves, might appear to have little or nothing to do with 

graphics, but which can certainly mess up a print and they may not be obvious if you're a new user. 

It's worth checking these points if you have any unexpected or odd effects when you're printing 

graphics images.

First, remember that graphics printing isn't an overall printer mode. Bit-image printing is simply a 

line by line affair, using a particular type of command to indicate the way the printer should process 

incoming data. It follows therefore, that immediately before a graphics command is received by the 

printer, it's in normal command mode and is prepared to receive any command, therefore all normal 

printer settings apply.

For example, it's no good expecting to send an eight inch line of graphics image for printing (eg 

960 graphics columns in double density mode) if you currently have a one inch margin set in an 80- 

column printer. Just as for text printing, the print line simply isn't going to fit, because printing for 

graphics naturally starts from where the print line starts, just as it does for text.

Equally the line ends at the right margin, if this is less than the total carriage length, so that too 

must be set at a sensible position for graphics. Using certain of the graphics preferences settings 

means that these limitations won't be a problem, but in others they can be, as we'll see in due 

course.
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if you're about to embark on a graphics printing session therefore, remember you might want to 

adjust both your printer's margins, left and right, if they are normally indented for text. This could 

mean a return to basic Printer Preferences as well as adjusting graphics settings.

Obviously if you've told Printer Preferences to set a maximum line length of (say) 84 characters in 

12 pitch, even if the first character position is one, this gives a seven inch print line. If you expect to 

print a 960 column double density graphics image you're clearly going to have problems unless you 

explicitly specify the size of the print

Following this logic a little further, obviously such graphics preference settings as Center or Left 

Offset must have a base to work from too. Quite apart from potential conflicts with printer line 

length, there are a few other things to watch.

Even if your basic printer settings mean the print line is sufficiently long to accommodate a full line of 

graphics, if you try to offset or centre a print in these cases you can hardly expect the Amiga's 

software to comply if you're printing a full-size image.

For differing jobs you'll no doubt want to adjust various graphics preferences settings from time 

to time, just remember that your printer's basic configuration settings and/or your Amiga's printer 

preference settings must both allow enough space for the size of print you require.

Conflicting settings
If you run into these conflicts in your own programs, even though in essence a similar situation can 

x c u r  in text prints, the effect in graphics printing is quite different While text will wrap onto the 

next line if there's insufficient space for a line of print graphics doesn't.

If graphics print data overflows the maximum printer line length, the effect is quite characteristic, 

hence fortunately it's very easy to spot All the surplus graphics data on any line is simply lost it's 

neither printed on the spot nor does it cause line-wrap. Equally, the unprinted graphics data doesn't 

interfere with following commands or the next line, including further graphics commands.

The result of line overflow is simply that the printed image will appear to be cleanly cut-off at the 

right-hand edge, at the point which is the printer's current end of line. This is a clear and 

unmistakable indication of the problem. The remedy, if it does x cu r, is to carefully check any and 

every printer setting which is related to defining the printer's current maximum print-line length.

On the other hand, the Amiga's graphics dump software will protect you to a degree from this 

sort of trouble. You won't get chopped-off prints, but if you do fall foul of printer inconsistencies the 

result may be a print which is not the shape or the size you expect Using the Amiga's graphics 

dumping capabilities, if you have conflicting printer settings, the software will make intelligent 

adjustments so as to produce the best print it can within the limits you've allowed it. This usually 

means the final image is smaller than you would expect but you will at least always get a complete 

image.
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Chapter 7 -  Am igaDOS commands

, The Workbench is a program that Am igaDOS runs by default when you first 

start your Amiga (the computer term for starting a computer system is called 

'booting', ie, you 'boot' your Amiga). It provides an easy way of managing 

your various computer tasks.

However, Am igaDOS itself is a much more powerful world when you skip the restraints of the 

Workbench, and more experienced programmers sometimes prefer never to see the Workbench.

This doesn't mean that you have to discard it totally -  far from it -  and there is much to be said for 

having the Workbench available and accessing Am igaDOS with commands through it

In its pure form AmigaDOS is operated by issuing 'commands'. These are special keywords which 

Am igaDOS is able to recognise, understand and act upon. This process is one of interpretation and 

for this reason Am igaDOS is often referred to as an interpreter.

The system works in much the same way as a language interpreter. The author's Swedish extends 

to just three words. If we wished to communicate with a Swede we would need to do so via 

someone that can speak both English and Swedish. We tell the interpreter in English what we wish to 

say, then they translate this into Swedish which the Swede can understand. The Am igaDOS 

interpreter works in much the same way.

The Command Line interface
To enter Am igaDOS commands from the Workbench you must run a special utility program which 

allows you to communicate via the keyboard to the underlying AmigaDOS. Because this is where 

commands are entered it is often referred to as the 'Com mand Line Interface' or CU.

The CU  is available on all versions of AmigaDOS, however, with the release of Am igaDOS 1.3 it 

was to some extent superseded by a much enhanced system called the Shell. On versions 1.3 and 2 

of Am igaDOS the Shell can be found in the root directory of the Workbench disk. In versions 1.2 and 

later the CU icon can be found inside the System drawer. The two types are identical other than for 

the name.

However, we'll use the CU icon for the time being. When this is selected a window is displayed 

across the Workbench. This is rather large and ungainly and we normally like to reduce its width by 

about 10 per cent and make it slightly longer using the Sizing gadget. If you haven't already done so 

it's worth closing the System drawer window at this point.

Note: In version 1.2 and earlier of Am igaDOS the CU  cannot be launched straight away you must 

first 'enable' the CU icon. This is done with the Preferences tool which can be found in the Prefs 

drawer.

The CU window is similar to a drawer window, the only difference being is that you can type 

commands directly into it. The '1 > ' indicates that this is CU  number 1. It is possible to have multiple 

CU windows open and the CU  window number is displayed here. For example, if you opened a 

second CU window '2 > ' could be displayed as so on. (The actual number is rather arbitrary). Within 

the text we will generally use '1 > ' as the prompt.

The small square box immediately to the right of the '1 > ' is called the 'cursor'. It is used to 

indicate the position at which text will appear as you type it at the keyboard. It works in an identical 

fashion to the cursor displayed when renaming a disk from the Workbench.
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First commands
Before you can enter an Am igaDOS command you must ensure that the CU  window is the active 

one. This is done by selecting it -  simply dick inside the window. (NB: Workbench 2 users should be 

careful if the Autopoint utility is active!)

Now  type the following at the keyboard:

DIR OPT D

Note that there is a space between the words DIR and OPT and also between OPT and D. The keys 

to press are as follows:

D

I

R

Space Bar 

0  

P 

T

Space Bar 

D

Do this very carefully and try not to make a mistake. At the end press the Return key. If you have 

made a mistake then Am igaDOS will inform you by saying that something is not found. If this 

appears try again. All being well a list of items will appear inside the CU  window.

What you have done is to ask Am igaDOS to list all of the directories it has in the root directory of 

the Workbench disk. The Command DIR is short for DIRectory. OPT is short for OPTion and D  means 

'Directories'. If you have positioned the Workbench disk window above the CU  window you will see 

that all of the drawer icons are listed in the CU  window.

However, a number of directories that do not have drawers also appear, such as fonts, the reason 

for this will be explained in due course. In addition to the directories there are a number of files 

stored in the root directory. For example, we know the Shell file is there in version 1.3 and later, 

because it has its icon displayed in the Workbench disk window. To list all of the files in the root 

directory simply type:

DIR

and press the Return key again. The files are placed after the directory list and the directories 

themselves are dearly distinguished by the fact that they have the word '(dir)' placed after them. 

There are several types of files present and some are distinguished by the fact that they have '.info' 

appended to them. Again, these will be examined later.

When Am igaDOS commands are listed as in the examples above, it is not normal to keep saying 

'press the Return key\ This is generally implied because it is the only way to end a typed line 

(actually, there is another combination which has the same effect in 1.3 -  but it closes the window in 

Am igaDOS 2 -  we'll cover that later on). Occasionally you will also see words inside angled brackets, 

for example:

DIR<Space>FONTS
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In these cases you are not normally required to type the contents but issue the key press signified. 

The '<Space>' above would mean press the space bar. Similarly:

DIR<Return>

means type DIR and press the Return key. We'll keep to this convention.

Letter case
Most computer users are not proficient typists and so having to switch between character case can 

become a real pain. For this reason Am igaDOS commands are case independent. This means that 

you can enter them either as lower case (small) characters or upper case (capital) characters, and 

even a mixture of both. The following are all examples of the DIR command:

DIR
dir
Dir
diR
DiR

They all work! To help distinguish commands from the many body of the book text we'll always 

show AmigaDOS commands in capital letters, but you type them as you wish. Am igaDOS 2 users 

might prefer to use the NoCapsLock feature in Commodities.

The Am igaDOS commands are kept inside the C directory. Should you wish to have a look at 

them type:

DIR C

and an alphabetical list will be presented.

Unless you make your CU or Shell window large enough text can scroll through it very quickly 

before you have had time to look at it. You can cause a temporary halt simply by pressing a key on 

the keyboard. This will be displayed on screen and will effectively create a pause. When you wish to 

continue press the key to delete the character you typed. Note that you can type any character on 

the keyboard to do this except <RETURN>, <ENTER>, <DEL> and <LETF-ARROW>.

More errors
If you make a mistake when you enter an Am igaDOS command and press Return without realising, 

then Am igaDOS will recognise the fact and let you know about it. Type the following at the 

keyboard:

SIR<Return>

The following message will be displayed:

Unknown conand SIR

This is called an 'error message' and you should recheck the command you used and try again.

If you make a mistake and are aware of the fact before you 'issue' the command, then you can
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edit the mistake ou t The CU  only allows you to use the <backspace> key to delete letters to the 

right of the keyboard thus allowing you to re-type from the offending point The Shell contains a full 

line editor and allows you to correct mistakes much more easily. This is one of the reasons why the 

Shell is preferred to the CU.

CLI keyboard commands
The CU  does provide a few rudimentary commands to aid you and these are listed in Table 7.1 

below.

The key actions for these involve holding 

down the CTRL key and then pressing 

another key before releasing both 

together. For example, ensure you have a 

window full of text by issuing a DIR 

command. Then dear it by pressing <CTRL-L>/ ie, hold down the CTRL key, press L and release both 

keys together.

Key Action
<CTRL- LxRETURN> dear all text in window.
<CTRL-C> Break out of the CU command.
<CTRL- \> Simulate end of file character.

Tabk 7.1. The bade CU

Parameters
Many Amiga D O S commands require more than one word to be entered at the keyboard. For 

example, DIR produces a disk contents listing, but by pladng OPT D  after it we can limit the listing 

produced to directories. These extra items are called options or parameters.

Drives and filenames
So far we have been rather blase in our use of disk and drawer filenames. However they have been 

picked with care so they do not contain any illegal characters -  characters that are not allowed as 

part of a filename. In this chapter well look at what you can and can't call files. But first disk drives.

Disk drive names
A disk drive is a device. A  base Amiga system will normally contain a single drive and extra drives 

may be added. Disk drives are not the only devices available for use on an Amiga, but we will 

concentrate on them for the time being.

To enable you to differentiate between drives each is assigned a different device name. This 

differentiation is not a problem on a single drive system but on a dual drive system it is very 

important How would you tell Am igaDOS which one to use?

The default drive is called 'DFO:', which can be thought of as 'Disk Floppy 0:'. Note that the end 

letter is a zero and not an Oh. These two characters are quite different on the Amiga, though they 

look much the same on screen, and you must ensure that you use the correct one. If you add a 

second drive, then this will be called 'D F1 :'.

These device names can be used as part of a filename path. For instance, suppose we had a disk 

in DF1: and wished to get access to a file called 'Update' in the Memos directory. We could do so as 

follows:

DF1 :Wordprocessing/Business/Memos/Update
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Similarly the path to the same file if the disk was placed in DFO: would be: 

DFO:Wordprocessing/Business/Memos/Update

Filenames
AmigaDOS filenames may be up to 30 characters (including spaces) in length. They can contain 

most of the characters available from the keyboard with seven exceptions:

: (colon)

/ (slash)

*  (double quotes)

*  (hash)

?  (question mark)

'  (tick)

* (star)

These characters are used with filenames on certain occasions but they cannot be included in 

filenames. Here are some examples of legal filenames:

Test File

One2Three

A-B-C

Add+Numbers

Join.The.Dots

You can see from the first example above that the Space character can be included in a filename -  

this is not recommended!

It is a good to get into the habit of assigning filenames that mean something and to add an 

'extension' to these to indicate the type of file it is. For instance, you might create some letter files to 

which you could add the 'extension' LET. Use the full stop character to separate the filename from 

the extension thus:

SARAH.LET

MARC.LET

Summary
AmigaDOS is an interpreter which recognises and acts on commands entered through a Command 

Line Interpreter (CU) window. The commands can be entered using small or large letters or a 

mixture of each. The result of any command is displayed in the current CU  window.

AmigaDOS listings can halted temporarily by pressing m ost though not all, keys on the 

keyboard, and restarting by deleting the key press. If a mistake is made AmigaDOS will recognise it 

and report the fact using an error message.

The command DIR can be used to produce a directory list of the contents of a disk. Disk drives 

are devices which have names. DFO: represents the fixed (internal) Amiga drive, while an additional 

second drive is named DF1:. Filenames may contain up to 30 characters.
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Chapter 8 -  Command bits and pieces

There are still a number of commands that we have yet to look at, and also a 

number of commands which have been introduced but not fully explained, 

mainly because they contain extra options which might have been confusing 

or made little sense if they had been introduced at an earlier stage. So let's

put that all right now!

Formatting revisited
When formatting a disk, Am igaDOS also, before finishing, lays down some extra information onto 

the disk surface. You may already have noticed that this is the Trashcan directory and dot-info file 

(icon). This is really only needed if you intend to work from the Workbench, it has no practical usage 

if you intend to work exclusively from the command line itself. In these instances it is redundant and 

can be left off by using the N O ICO N S option thus:

FORRAT <drive> HAHE <naie> NOICONS

The NO ICO N S option is available in all versions of AmigaDOS, however, with release 1.3 and later of 

Am igaDOS several extra options were provided. These are summarised briefly in Figure 8.1.

The QUICK option is used when you wish to re-format a disk that has already been formatted. For 

instance, you may wish to delete the files that were on the disk, and on a heavily structured disk it 

would be far simpler to re-format the disk using this option. The process takes just a few seconds as 

the formatting is limited to the root and boot blocks.

For example:

FORNAT dfO: NANE HyDisk QUICK

The FFS and NOFFS options are for use with hard disks (large enclosed disks which are permanently 

attached to the Amiga). They are directly associated with the use of the Amiga's Fast File System 

(FFS). Note that the NOFFS option is only available in version 1.3 of AmigaDOS. It was removed with 

release 1.3.2 of Am igaDOS because someone pointed out it was a white elephant, red-herring, bug, 

call it what you will. We'll come back to these two options then.

Note that under Am igaDOS 2 the Fast Filing System has been implemented for use with floppy 

disk. A  floppy disk formatted in this way will generally be much quicker to use but suffers in that it is 

not readable on Amigas running earlier versions of AmigaDOS.

Option Version Action
NOICONS All Inhibit creation of Trashcan icon.
QUICK >1.3 Enables quick reform of formatted disk.
FFS >1.3 Add FastFileSystem
NOFFS 1.3 Remove FastFileSystem (removed in version 1 3 2 )

A p w  & f* h fM ttk iy  options.

Resetting File Date Stamps
The time and date of the creation of a file can be changed, if you so wish, by using the SETDATE 

command. This takes the form:
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SETDATE <File> <DATE>/<TIHE>

For example, to reset the file called TEST ' so that it shows that it was created on January 1,1993 at 

midday exactly you would u se :

SETDATE TEST 01-Jan-93 12:00:00

Note however, in Am igaDOS version 2 and later you do not need to supply leading zeros for single 

digits. Alternatively you can use the day of the current week as opposed to the date. For example:

SETDATE TEST Today 12:00:00

or alternatively:

SETDATE TEST Yesterday 12:00:00

Adding buffers
Normally Am igaDOS does not hold much information about the contents of your disks in its 

memory. This can make the use of disks a bit annoying. For instance, consider how long it takes to 

directory the contents of the Workbench disk. Several seconds even if you have first made the DIR 

command resident with:

RESIDENT C :DIR

The DIR command goes and reads the directory information from the disk every time you request it.

The area which Am igaDOS reserves to hold disk information is called a 'buffer', and the size of 

this buffer area can be increased using the ADDBUFFERS command. The syntax of the command is:

ADDBUFFERS <Drive> <Size>

Each drive has its own buffer associated with it so it is therefore possible to adjust disk drive buffers 

individually. The <Size> of the buffer is given in blocks of 512 bytes (0.5k) and in general a setting of 

about 25 achieves the best results.

To see the difference the command can make to the way in which you work, and more 

particularly how it can be made to speed things up, try this example.

Insert the Workbench disk into drive DFO: and make the DIR command resident thus:

RESIDENT C :DIR

Now  catalogue the disk:

DIR

The process of reading and displaying the directories and files takes about five seconds or so. Now 

increase the buffers allocated to DFO: with the ADDBUFFERS command as follows:

ADDBUFFERS DFO: 25
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Now  list the catalogue again:

DIR
The process still takes about five seconds, but now do it once 

again:

DIR

The process is almost instant. This is because the catalogue information has been read into the buffer 

space recently allocated to DFO:. Am igaDOS remembers that it is there and simply gets the 

information from it without having to access the disk itself.

The memory allocated as disk drive buffer space by ADDBUFFERS is taken directly from the Amiga 

system memory, so unless you have plenty of RAM fitted it is best to keep buffer allocation down to a 

minimum. Another point to bear in mind when using the command is that it does not accept logical 

assignments in place of disk names. This command only affects the floppy drives DFO: to DF3:

Finding fault
The principle of the error message should be reasonably familiar to you by now. However, 

occasionally Am igaDOS will simply throw up an error number with no text. For instance:

Last coiiand failed because of Error code 205

The FAULT command can often provide the answer to this, or to remind you of a specific error 

message which you cannot remember. For example, you have an error message number of 120. 

Information on this can be sought using:

FAULT 120

This will return:

Fault 120: argument line invalid or too long

Sometimes error numbers will have no text associated with them and simply reply with the word 

'Error' and the number. In addition, you can include multiple error numbers on a line separated by 

spaces, should you wish to seek what might lie behind several error numbers. For example:

FAULT 221 98

will return:

Fault 221: disk full 
Fault 98: Error 98

You can use the command WHY which will provide some information about the failure of the last 

command, ie:

WHY
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File date
The DATE command has an additional option, TO, which allows it to write the current time and date 

information to a file. The syntax is:

DATE TO <filenaaexBody text>For Instance:
DATE TO Now

Will write the current date and time to a file called 'Now '. As always if the file does not exist it is 

created. The information is written as a text file and can then be displayed with TYPE or by loading it 

into ED, for instance.

Release 1.3 of Amiga DO S saw a further refinement of input to DATE. Prior to 1.3 it was necessary 

to specify leading zeros, for example: 01 *12-90 as opposed to 1 -12-90. This restriction was relaxed 

and so from version 1.3 a single digit for the date is acceptable.

Setting the clock
The time and date held and set by DATE are maintained when the Amiga is powered and running. 

Like the main memory of the Amiga the bytes that hold the information are lost when the power is 

taken away. However, a 'battery-backed' dock can be fitted to the Amiga (on the AS00 this is fitted 

with the internal 0.5Mb RAM upgrade kit). This takes the form of a small amount of memory which 

is constantly powered by a battery .This means its contents are maintained while the power is 

switched off. The ni-cad battery re-charges when the machine is switched on, but it will run down 

after a short while -  typically around two weeks.

The battery-backed dock can be altered by use of the SETCLOCK command which has the 

following syntax:

SETCLOCK OPT LOAD|SAVE|RESET

The value of the battery-backed dock can be transferred into the system dock using the command: 

SETCLOCK OPT LOAD

The system's date and time, which can be altered with DATE, can be moved to the battery-backed 

dock using:

SETCLOCK OPT SAVE

If you are not sure whether or not you have a battery-backed dock fitted or not try entering one of 

the commands. If the upgrade is not fitted a message similar to the one following will be displayed:

Internal clock not functioning

RESET will reset the clock after a serious software failure.

Echoing linefeeds
The option NO U NE can be used in conjunction with ECHO to suppress a linefeed. ECHO also 

provides a mechanism whereby linefeeds can be issued from within the string of text. This is done by
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inserting the two letter character string '*n ' in the text. For example:

ECHO "This is line one *nThis is line two"

will print on screen as two lines as follows:

This is line one 
This is line two

And just in case you ever wish to use the '*n ' combination in a line of text you can suppress the 

action just by inserting an extra asterisk, '**n, for instance:

ECHO “Use **n to issue linefeeds inside ECHO"

This will print as:

Use *n to issue linefeeds inside ECHO

ECHOing effects
The ESC key can be used from the command line to induce special effects on the screen. These 

effects range from changing the next style to italics to changing its colour. Because these effects are 

part of the console they can also be used from within your own script files by embedding them in 

ECHO strings, simulating the ESC key with '*e '. To see how this works enter this program in ED 

(called “EFFECTS"):

;File Naae: EFFECTS 
ECHO "This is nonal text"
ECHO "*e[3iThis text is in italics*eCOa"
ECHO "*eC1aThis text is in bold face*eC0an 
ECHO "*eC4aThis text is underlined*eC0a"
ECHO "*eC31aHHITE *eC32aBLACK *C33aORAN6E *eC0a"
ECHO "*e[lB*e[3ae[4BThe Lot Italics, bold, underlined!*eC0a"

If you execute this:

EXECUTE EFFECTS

you will see what sort of things are possible. You might like to beef up your Startup-sequence 

messages! Table 8.2 lists (next page) the full command set and effects possible from within ECHO 

strings that you can use.

Other commands that use the console display can also use these same ESC sequences to achieve 

visual effects. For instance, the ASK command. The following short program will print the ASK string 

on screen in orange:

;File Naae EFFECTS2
ECHO "*e[1aEabedded Codes Within A$K*e[0a"
ASK "*eC33aPress Y or H*ceC0a"
IF WARN
ECHO “You pressed Y"
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ELSE
ECHO "You pressed NN 
ENDIF

When this program is executed the heading is printed in bold text and the ASK string is displayed in 

orange. The combinations are endless and these ESC codes provide you with the means to brighten 

up your screen displays with very little extra effort.

Sequence
M e dear window and turn all modes off.
*e[Qm All modes turned off.
*e{lm Bold text enabled.
*e{2m Text colour becomes cobur 2 (black).
*e{3m Italic text enabled.
*e[30m Text colour becomes colour 0 (blue).
*e[31m Text colour becomes colour 1 (white).
*e[32m Text colour becomes colour 2 (black).
*e(33m Text colour becomes cobur 3 (orange).
*e{4m Underlined text enabled.
*e[40m Background colour becomes colour 0 (blue).
*e(41m Background cobur becomes colour 1 (white).
*e(42m Background colour becomes colour 2 (black).
*e{43m Background colour becomes colour 3 (orange).
*e(7m Inverted text enabled.
>*e{8m Text becomes invisible (blue on blue).

H fn  U .  Cmmmi dltafs pms*k from «fttti fCNO strtofL

ALIAS effects
The special screen effects outlined above can be transformed into useful commands by using the 

Shell's ALIAS command. Type this directly into a Shell window:

ALIAS ITALICS ECHO u*eC3an

And now type:

ITALICS

The net result is that the typeface in use from within the Shell changes to italics. Create a new 

command to reset this:

ALIAS NORMAL ECHO "•eCOi"

and type:

NORMAL

to return things to the way they were.

The potential here is quite good for all sorts of reasons, not least is that you can define a whole
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series of new script commands for use from within the Shell. These could be part of your startup- 

sequence file or better still a separate file that is invoked from the startup-sequence or by you 

whenever you feel that you are going to need it.

The listing below provides a full list of definitions which you could save under a new file in the S: 

directory under a suitable filename, EFFECTS might be appropriate.

; File Naae EFFECTS 
ALIAS CLS ECHO "*eCc"
ALIAS NORMAL ECHO "*eC0i"
ALIAS BOLD ECHO "*eC1i"
ALIAS BLACK ECHO "*eC2i"
ALIAS ITALICS ECHO "*eC3i"
ALIAS BLUE ECHO "*e[30i"
ALIAS WHITE ECHO M*eC31«M 
ALIAS ORANGE ECHO "*eC33i"
ALIAS UHDERLINED ECHO "*e[4a"
ALIAS BKBLUE ECHO "*eC40a"
ALIAS BKWHITE ECHO "*e[41i"
ALIAS BKBLACK ECHO u*e[42an 
ALIAS BKORANGE ECHO "*e[43an 
ALIAS INVERTED ECHO M*eC7i"

And of course the possibilities do not end here. I prefer to have an orange prompt and white 

command text. The ESC commands can be used in the prompt sequence to give this effect

PROMPT "*eC33iZn.Zs *eE0a"

Testing for files
The SEARCH example earlier in this chapter showed how the FILE option could be used to test to see 

if a file existed on a disk using the =WARN condition provided for by IF. This is not a very neat or 

efficient way of testing for a file's existence, and IF's EXISTS parameter is a much better solution. The 

following short program called 'F IN D ' illustrates how it works:

.key var1 
IF EXISTS
ECHO "The file '<var1>' is present"
ELSE
ECHO "The file '<vzr1>' does not exist:"
ENDIF

Executing the program with:

EXECUTE FIND FIND

will return:

The file 'FIND' is present
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Whereas using:

EXECUTE FIND VHOOPS 

will produce:

The f i le  'UHOOPS1 does not exist

Which version?
With the continuous development of Amiga DO S and Kickstart and its components such as the 

Workbench you may occasionally wish to ascertain, from within a program, which version of the 

software you are running on, to enable you to then select a section of program to operate most 

efficiently under a particular software version.

The VERSION command can be used for this purpose and it has the following syntax:

VERSION [< lib ra ry>] [<version>] [<revision>]

Used on its own the command will return the current version. This will typically look like this:

Kickstart version 34.5. Uorkbench version 34.20

You can also supply a number of optional parameters. You can find out what version a certain library 

of device names might be by including its name after the command, for example:

VERSION printer.device

The VERSION command can be used to test for a specific version of a device with the aid of 

IF...ENDIF by specifying a version number along with the device name. If the device available has a 

version number which is less than the one supplied then an error code of 5 (=WARN) is set The 

following short example tests to see if the printer.device is greater than version 30:

;test version and direct output to NIL:
VERSION >NIL: printer.device 30 
IF WARN
ECHO “Printer device is  >30"
ELSE
ECHO "Printer device is  <=30

The inclusion of the >N IL  statement suppresses what would otherwise be a two line startup message 

on screen. The FastFonts can be deselected by using:

FF -N

FastFonts is not distributed with release 2 because the graphics library has been updated and 

improved.

Removing the bugs
Versions 1.2 and 1.3 of Kickstart have well known bugs. The SETPATCH command fixes these. If you
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are using these versions of KICKSTART then you should use this command once in your startup- 

sequence, so that it is executed each time the Amiga is booted up.

The command also has a single parameter for use with Workbench 1.3:

SETPATCH R

and this should be used when the RAD disk is being used on systems with more than 0.5Mb of RAM 

fitted.

In release 1.3.2 the SETPATCH program was updated further to allow it to work with the 1 MEG 

chip RAM Am ¡gas, the 68010.

Any which way
The W HICH command can be used to test for the availability of a particular command. The 

command has the following syntax:

M U C H  <conand naie> [RES|NORES]

The command searches through the PATH list in an effort to locate the command. Should it locate it 

then it lists its location. For example:

WHICH FORMAT

would normally return:

Uorkbenchl .3/Systea

The command tests the RESIDENT command list first and should the named command be found to 

be resident then the message:

RESIDENT <coaiand naae>

is displayed.

The options RES and NORES can be used to limit the W HICH search to either RESIDENT or disk 

searched. For example, to find where the DIR command is located on disk, regardless of whether it is 

a memory resident command or not use:

WHICH DIR NORES

The command can also be used to ascertain which device C: is assigned to, ie, to enable you to 

locate the SYS disk:

WHICH C:

If the <command name> file is not located then a WARN condition is set. This allows you to test for 

the availability of commands from within a script file. The following short example, TESTcmd' 

demonstrates this:

.key naae
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;Test for <naae>, suppress output u1th NIL:
WHICH >NIL: <naie>
IF WARN
ECHO "Coaaand <naie> not present in current path”
ELSE
ECHO "Coaaand <naae> found at NOLINE 
WHICH <naae>
ENDIF

Try executing this program using these two commands:

EXECUTE TESTcad ABC 

and:

EXECUTE TEST DIR

The output from each of these, respectively, will be:

Coaaand ABC not present 

and:

Coaaand DIR found at: Workbenchl.3 :c/DIR 

If the RES switch is specified, Amiga DO S 2 checks the internal command list too.

Editing with EDIT
In addition to ED Am igaDOS also has a simple line editor called EDIT. Whereas ED works on an entire 

file, which may be displayed on screen either in its entirety or by scrolling through it, EDIT works by 

reading and writing lines of text from one file to another. The current lines are held within a buffer in 

the Amiga's memory and these are normally the lines that are coming from the source file to the 

destination file.

The potential drawbacks here should be obvious. Firstly, the editing process can become slow 

due to the mechanical nature of the disk drives and secondly, you can only work on the current lines 

of text held in the EDIT buffer.

The syntax of the EDIT command is:

EDIT FROM <filenaae> CTO <filena ie> ] EVER] COPT P|W]

You can see from this that EDIT must have a file to work with from the off. You cannot use EDIT to 

create a totally new file. If no file is to hand you can create one quite simply using the ECHO 

command. For best and speedy results use the RAM disk for EDIT files:

CD RAN
ECHO >NeuFile u;This is  the f ir s t  line of text"
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To begin editing this file, creating a destination file called 'Example' use: 

EDIT FROH newFile TO Exaaple
EDIT Mill be invoked and the following should appear on screen: 
Editor

The colon is EDIT'S prompt and it is here that you can enter the various single letter commands that 

drive EDIT.

What EDIT does not do at the start is to display the first line of text in the file -  as was created 

with the ECHO command In this case. To do this type:

N;P <RETURN>

This is, in fact, two commands which have been separated by a semi-colon. The commands are:

N Next line 
P Previous line

Like ED, EDIT does not distinguish between the character case of letters and therefore sees 'n ' and 

'N ' as being one and the same. After you have hit the RETURN key the following display will result

1.
;This is the first line of text

Each line within EDIT is numbered and this is displayed. Line numbering is very important to EDIT as 

you can move around through a file by reference to the line numbers. Pressing 'N<RETURN>' 

will advance EDIT to line number 2 (displayed as 2*0, at which point new text can be entered by goi 

ng into insert mode. This is done by with the I command. You can now add text as you wish and ins 

ert mode is aborted by typing a T  at the start of the line. Try adding a few commands along these 

lines:

1.
;This is the first line of text
:N
2*
I
ECHO "This line was created in EDIT 
ECHO "And so mss this!"
Z

M

:0

The Q  quits the current EDIT session, which involves the destination file being updated with the 

newly added text Typing the contents of the file shows that the two new lines have indeed been 

added:

TYPE EXAHPLE

EDIT is an advanced editor and comes in very handy in script files for fine tuning the output from 

LIST for example, but there is not enough room to elaborate here.
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Renaming files
The RENAME command can be used -  for renaming files and directories. The command is 

straightforward to use and has the following syntax:

RENAME <oldnaee> <newnaie>

where both <oldname> and <newname> are the original and desired name of the file.

Suppose you had a file called Progl and wished to change its name to Linker, you could do so thus:

RENAME Progl Linker

This next example renames a directory called C-Files:

RENAME C-Files HoreC-Files ; Renaming a directory

Note that there is no difference in this function -  Amiga DOS treats directory names just like filenames.

Because of the way the directory structure is formed, RENAME has another unexpected function -  

it can be used to move files from one directory to another directory on the same disk! It does this by 

changing the pointers in the file header block -  so RENAMEing across disks is not possible (see below 

for a solution). This example moves the file called "Sleepy.S" from the root directory of the current 

disk to the Devpac/Source directory:

RENAME :Sleepy.S TO Devpac/Source

Under release 2 RENAME can also accept pattern matching. However, this only works for moving 

files since the destination name must be a directory. For example, to move all the C files in the RAM: 

disk (root) to the T directory:

RENAME #?.C RAM:T

As with COPY the use of the FROM and TO options can make the RENAME command easier to read 

especially in complex pattern matching cases:

RENAME FROM "Hello" TO "Goodbye"

The eclectic MOVE script
We've already said, RENAME cannot be used to move files or directories across disks -  but COPY can. 

However, using copy it is necessary to remove the source file after copying, so RENAME is better 

used on the same disk. This script solves the problems of remembering which command(s) to use by 

doing it all for you automatically!

.key froa/a,to/a 

.bra (

.ket )
echo "Moving froi (froi) to (to)" 
failat 21
renaie (froi) TO (to) 
if fail
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fallat 10
copy >NIL: "(froi)" "(to)"
protect >NIL: (froi) +d ; This is optional
delete >NIL: “(froi)"
endif

You use M OVE as you might use COPY/DELETE or RENAME. However the script does the hard work 

of deciding which to use for you. In fact, what it does is it attempts to use RENAME first, then if that 

doesn't work goes on to use the more longwinded version for moving between devices.

The PROTECT part is optional in this script, it just makes doubly sure the source file is removed. 

This example moves a file in RAM:C to DFO:C-Backups:

EXECUTE ROVE RAR:C/Ryfile.C DFO:C-Backups

Under Am igaDOS 1.3+ you can use pattern matching for this function -  the S bit must be set in the 

MOVE script for this to work:

SPAT ROVE RAH:!? DFO:RAH-Backups
In Am igaDOS 2 there is no need to use SPAT since all the functions can use pattern matching 

anyway. The example above becomes:

HOVE RAH:«? DFO:RAH-Backups

Finally... MORE
More is a program that you may have already used several times without knowing, especially if you 

have been reading README files supplied with some third party applications. MORE is an ASCII text 

file display program -  it allows text files (such as those created in ED) to be displayed on-screen in a 

window.

From the Shell MORE is launched using the following syntax:

HORE <filenaie>

where is the name of the file you wish to view.

If you do note supply a filename then MORE will prompt you for one. Under Am igaDOS 2 a file 

dialogue box is displayed and you can use this to locate the file you wish to view. Prior to release 2 

MORE produces a simple filename prompt after which you will need to give the full pathname of the 

file. An alternative and preferable method is to use the RUN command thus:

RUN HORE

at which point MORE opens its own window and a full file requester interface to enable you to select 

the required file.

When the file is located MORE displays it from the beginning in its own window. Note: is you 

can't lay your hands on a suitable file you can always use the startup-sequence file.) At the base of 

this window MORE will display a message along these lines:

---  Hore (86X) ---
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This informs you that there is more text to see and that the program has so far displayed 86 per cent 

of the text Note that the number will almost certainly vary between systems depending on the 

alterations that you may have made to your startup file. To display the rest of the text press the 

<SPACE> key. More text will be displayed. When there is no more text to display the prompt at the 

base of the screen will change to:

- - - End of F ile  - -  -

More commands
More has a number of key commands that it recognises which become useful when you are using it 

in conjunction with long text files.

Command Effect
<SPACE> Display next page of text.
<BACKSPACE>Display previous page of text.
<RETURN> Displays next line of text.
< Displays first page of text.
> Display last page of text.
%n Displays from a point approx n% into the file
<CTRL-L> Refresh display
/<string> Search for <string> - case sensitive
.<string> Search for s<string> - non-case sensitive
n Find next occurrence of the string
h Display on-line help.
q Quit
<CTRL-C> Quit
E Edit using editor set in ENViEDITOR.

TmMr&f. few ettef optiom.

Most of these commands should be self explanatory. The two search options can be useful -  if your 

search string is located then the line in which it occurs is moved to the top of the MORE window. 

You can then edit the file -  should you so wish -  by entering your active Editor by pressing 'E'. Note 

that this is only possible if you have defined it in the environmental variable EDITOR.

More piping
The More program can also be used in conjunction with PIPE to display incoming or re-routed information. 

Tiy this simple example to see how it works. In a Shell window create the More pipeline by typing:

RUN MORE PIPE:A

More will be invoked and a large window will be displayed on screen -  you will probably wish to 

resize this to a more suitable size and to reveal your Shell if it has been hidden. From the Shell type:

COPY s:startup-sequence TO PIPE:A

The file will be copied into the More window and once it is the active window you have all the 

normal facilities available to you.
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Chapter 9 -  The Shell

The Shell was introduced with the release of Am igaDOS 1.3. If you are using 

versions prior to this then you are still encouraged to read this chapter. The 

facilities it provides are second to none and will, we're sure, convince you to 

upgrade to the latest version of AmigaDOS.

The Shell is the name given to a much-enhanced version of the CU. Unlike the C D  we have been 

using up to now, Shell provides a wide and useful range of editing tools making programming in 

Amiga-DOS a much quicker and simplified task. In addition it facilitates some extra commands 

including one which allows you to make Am igaDOS commands memory resident and thereby 

remove the need to continually have access to the Workbench disk. This in itself is a major 

enhancement to Amiga owners with a single drive system.

Editing with the Shell
The Shell icon can be found in the root directory of the Workbench disk. Open this and you will find 

yourself presented with a window which in itself is very similar to the CU  window used up until now. 

The only major difference is that the prompt is slightly different

Now  type:

CD DFO:

The prompt changes and now delivers the name of the disk drive in DFO: which should be the 

Workbench disk:

1.Vorkbench2:>

Now  make the Utilities directory the current directory using:

CD U t i l i t i e s

The prompt reflects this further change by returning with:

1.Vorkbench2:Ut1l1t1es>

The prompt therefore always, by default, reflects the current position within the disk hierarchy, so 

that you are always aware as to what the current directory is. Typing:

CD RAH:

Changes the prompt to:

1.RAH DI$K:>
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and reselecting DFO: with:

CD DFO:

will return you to the first Workbench prompt

The Arrow keys
The four arrow or cursor keys which sit below the Del and Help keys are the key to using the shell. 

First enter the following commands one after the other:

DIR
LIST
DIR DIRS

When the prompt reappears press the <up arrow> key. The DIR DIRS command appears at the 

prompt Press <up arrow> again and the UST command appears. Press the <down arrow> key and 

DIR DIRS appears. Press RETURN and the command DIR DIRS is executed.

Each time you enter a line of text and complete by pressing the RETURN key the Shell records the 

fact and archives the command.

This in effect gives you a complete command history and you can scroll backwards and forwards 

through it as you wish. The commands are stored in a special command buffer which is 2k in length. 

When this limit is reached, the commands at the start of the buffer are 'forgotten' to make way for 

the new ones. This isn't as bad as it might seem as an awful lot of commands can be held in 2k -  

2,560 UST commands for instance!

Unless you are a pretty proficient typist (and few computer users are) then you will invariably 

make mistakes. Under the CU you had only two choices, either hit the RETURN key and retype the 

line after the ensuing error message, or delete backwards to remove the erroneous section and 

retype. Needless to say the Shell makes this a thing of the past.

Table 9.1 lists the various line editing commands provided under the Shell.

Command Action
<BACKSPACE> Delete character left of cursor.
<DEL> Delete character under the cursor.
<CTRL-A> Move cursor to start of line.
<CTRL-B> Go to the last command in the buffer.
<CTRL-K> Delete to end of line from die cursor.
<CTRL-U> Delete to beginning of line from die cursor.
<CTRL-X> Delete whole of line regardless of cursor position.
<CTRL-W> Move cursor to next tab stop.
<CTRL-Z> Move cursor to end of line.
<la> Move cursor left one position.
<ra> Move cursor right one position.
<SHLHI-la> Move to start of line.
<SHlfT-ra> Move to end of line.

Table 9.1. The She» Uhktg
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The best way to become familiar with these is simply to use them. A  few minutes using each is all it 

takes and from that point on you will find a significant difference in your use of AmigaDOS.

The Shell also provides a useful search facility in that it allows you to seek out the last occurrence 

of a particular command, thus avoiding the need to scroll through a potentially long command 

history list To use this simply type the start of the command name and then press <CTRL-R>. For 

example:

DIR <CTRL-R>

will locate the last time the DIR command was used. Typing <CTRL-R> again will seek out the next 

previous occurrence and so on.

Note that this facility is case sensitive and so it is important that you use the same case 

convention.

Opening Shells without the Workbench
As you learn to customise your own work disks you will invariably find the need to open additional 

Shell windows. Without the Workbench there is no access to the Shell icon so the NEWSHELL 

command is provided for this purpose. Note that NEW CON: has been replaced by CON: in 

Am igaDOS 2.

The syntax of the command is:

NEUSHELL CON:<x/y/uidth/height/naee>

Try this example for yourself:

NEUSHELL CON:10/10/500/100/SecondShell

A  second Shell window will appear covering most of the top of the screen, leaving enough space to 

the right to allow the Workbench icons to be displayed. The title 'SecondSheH' will be displayed 

along with the following inside the Shell itself:

Ne« Shell process 2 
Uorkbench2:>

This Shell is now the active Shell and any typing will now appear inside this window until another is 

selected. This window could be used to allow direct access to the RAM Disk by typing:

CD RAN:

You will now effectively have a window on the RAM Disk and one on the internal drive. Handy in 

itself. To close a Shell window use the ENDCU command -  remember that this must be typed into 

the window that you wish to close.

With the release of Am igaDOS 2.04 CON: has been greatly extended with a variety of new 

options. These are fully documented in Mastering Am igaDOS 2 Volume Two.
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ALIAS AmigaDOS

You will probably already be aware that some AmigaDOS commands can become quite long and 

involved. The syntax of the command is:

ALIAS <nev couand> existing conand>

A  simple example first. Changing between DFO: and the RAM Disk involves two words apiece, 

namely:

CD DFO:
CD RAN:

We could make aliases for both of these. To do this first decide on the new command aliases you 

wish to apply to each one. CO and CR for C(hange to DFO: and C(hange to) R(AM Disk) might be 

appropriate, therefore:

ALIAS CO CD DFO:
ALIAS CR CD RAN:

Typing CR or CO will now have the desired effect.

ALIAS DO DIR DFO:
ALIAS DR DIR RAN:

could also be used to make the cataloguing of the RAM Disk and DFO: that bit easier.

If you find yourself continually swapping between two directories on a disk drive, say the Utilities 

and the System directories, this could be catered for as follows:

ALIAS UTLS CD DFO:UtiLities 
ALIAS SYST CD DF0:$ystei

In particular, a well arranged and well structured disk hierarchy may allow you to find files on it 

quickly, but at the expense of long C D  commands. The ALIAS command allows you to assign a 

simple name of your choosing to the most simple and complex of commands. To select a sub

directory called, say, Club, from a directory called Wordprocessing, would normally require the use 

of:

CD DFO:Wordprocessing/Club 

This could be replaced with a simple ALIAS command thus:

ALIAS CLUB CD DFO:Uordprocessing/Club

Some commands such as COPY require the inclusion of parameters which will always change. This 

has been catered for by allowing the '[]' combination (square brackets) to inform AmigaDOS that a 

parameter will be passed to this point.

For example, let's create a command that will always copy a file to the RAM Disk from the current
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disk drive. The name CRAM (Copy RAM) will be used as the alias:

ALIAS CRAH COPY FROH U  TO RAN:

To copy the Shell file to the RAM Disk we could use:

CRAN Shell

To copy a file from any device simply include the device name as per normal:

CRAN DF1¡Test

Would copy a file called Test from the disk in DF1:.

If you wish to see a list of current ALIAS commands just type ALIAS by itself. When you do this 

you will see a number of 'extra' aliases. These are in fact used by Am igaDOS itself.

One point to remember about ALIAS commands is that they are Shell specific. An ALIAS 

command created in one Shell is not available for use in any other Shell.

With some thought and not a little experience it soon becomes possible to create a wide and 

varied list of Am igaDOS commands. Luckily Am igaDOS also provides an extra facility called a 'Script 

File' which allows the commands to be arranged as a file on disk and recalled each time you reboot 

your Amiga.

Resident commands
Each Am igaDOS command is stored as a transient command file on disk. For example, when you 

type DIR, Am igaDOS looks in the C: assignment (usually the C  directory on the Workbench disc) 

finds the file called DIR and then loads this into memory before executing it. Once the command has 

completed its task Am igaDOS 'forgets' about it. Clearly the whole process of command execution 

could be speeded up if the command was retained in memory, thereby obviating the need to load it 

into memory each time it is needed. The Shell RESIDENT command allows this and has the following 

syntax:

RESIDENT <filenaae>

The DIR command can be made resident by issuing the following command:

RESIDENT C:DIR

or:

RESIDENT DFO:C/DIR

Note that RESIDENT does not 'know ' where to look for the file, so the full file path should be given 

unless the file is in the current directory. To see that DIR is now truly memory resident catalogue the 

RAM Disk with:

DIR RAN:
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and notice that the Workbench disk is not accessed at all and also how much quicker the whole 

process has become.

Note that not all commands can be made resident The reasons for this are outlined later on, 

however most of the files in the Workbench C directory can be used. If a program cannot be made 

resident it will not be loaded and a message to that effect will be displayed. The command 

BINDDRIVERS is an example of a non-resident program. Try to make this RESIDENT.

Table 9.2 lists the commands under Am igaDOS 1.3 that cannot be made resident In practice, 

you would not gain anything by making these resident anyway, because they are only usually used

Command Action
<BACKSPACE> Delete character left of cursor.
<DEL> Delete character under the cursor.
<CTRL-A> Move cursor to start of line.
<CTRL-B> Go to the last command in the buffer.
<CTRL-K> Delete to end of line from the cursor.
<CTRL-U> Delete to beginning of line from the cursor.
<CTRL-X> Delete whole of line regardless of cursor position.
<CTRL-W> Move cursor to next tab stop.
<CTRL-Z> Move cursor to end of line.
<la> Move cursor left one position.
<ra> Move cursor right one position.
<SHIFT-la> Move to start of line.
<SHlFl-ra> Move to end of line.

Tobk 9.2. The vommmäi that cmmot bt m o *  Mtskkmt m tkr AmigaDOS 1.3.

If you forget which files are currently resident you can obtain a list of them simply by typing 

RESIDENT on its own. Am igaDOS will then display a list of the commands currently installed in 

memory. Under Am igaDOS 2 use of the RESIDENT command on its own will also display a list of all 

internal commands. If you wish to remove a command from memory, ie, make it non-resident, then 

use the command with the option REMOVE tagged onto the end. For example, to remove UST from 

the resident list (assuming it has been made resident in the first place):

RESIDENT LIST REMOVE

AmigaDOS 2 internal commands cannot be removed in this way. However, they can be disabled by 

using the REMOVE option and this is reflected in the RESIDENT list Note that once a command has 

been disabled in this way it cannot be re-enabled other than by re-booting the machine.

Changing the prompt
The Shell prompt can be customised to display information to suit your very own needs using the 

PROMPT command, which has the following syntax:

PROMPT <naee>

In AmigaDOS two special 'pseudo-variables' are defined as follows:

Zn Display the CLI nuiber.
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I s  Display current directory path.

The default value of PROMPT is:

PROMPT Zn.Zs>

If you wish to display only the current directory path and not the window number, you can issue: 

PROMPT Zs>

Text can also be incorporated freely as part of the prompt definition. For example:

PROMPT "Shell Zn>"

would display a prompt which look a bit like this:

Shell 1>

Note that if you wish to include spaces as part of the PROMPT command definition you must enclose 

the entire text within double quotes.

With release 2.04 there is a further option, %R, which inserts the last RC return code.

Special effects in the Shell and CLI
The Shell and CU  also allow you some editing shortcuts using special key press combinations and 

some more interesting visual effects on-screen using the CTRL and ESC keys respectively. Let's take 

the editing keys first which are implemented via the CTRL key. The list of short cuts available are 

listed in Table 9.3.

Key Action Notes
<CTRL-h> Deletes last character entered Same action as Backspace key
<CTRL-i> Move cursor one tab position to right Same action as Tab
<CTRL-j> Linefeed This does not have the same action as the Return key
<CTRL-k>
<CTRL-1>
<CTRL-m>

Move cursor up one line
Clears current Shell/CLI window 
Perform a <RETURN>

Only works in CLI

<CTRL-n> Enables Alternative) character set Only works in CLI
<CTRL-o>
<CTRL-x>
<CTRL-\>

Enables normal character set
Deletes current line of text
Marks end of file

Only works in CLI

Table 9.3. She* short cuts.

The best way to understand these is to play with them. Of them all <CTRL-X> is by far the most 

useful and can save having to press the Delete key to remove an erroneous command line. A  couple 

of the commands are, in fact, only available from the CLI and have no effect in the Shell.

An example here is <CTRL-n> which enables the Amiga's alternative character set. If you try this 

then type something at the keyboard you will get characters from this alternative character set. This 

only stays in action up until the RETURN key is pressed, therefore the next line returns to normal. You 

can switch back to the normal character set from within the line by pressing <CTRL-0> at any point.
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The ESC key provides for some rather more interesting effects on-screen, ranging from coloured 

text to italicised text to name but two. To see just how this works from the Shell (or CU) press the 

following keys (after making a Shell the active window):

ESC
C
3
■

RETURN

The text inside the Shell, from this point, will be displayed in italics!

Note that when you press the ESC in the Shell an inverted'[ ' is displayed (inverted means 

displayed as a character in the background colour inside a 'white' box), you still need to press the '[ ' 

after ESC though. You will also find that you get an 'Unknown command' error message on-screen. 

This should be ignored.

When you try entering these ESC commands from a CU  window nothing is displayed on screen after 

pressing ESC until you have pressed the RETURN key. Have faith!

The above key combination would normally be written as:

<E$C>[3r

as it is not necessary to keep the ESC depressed while you press the subsequent keys. To set things 

back to normal type:

<ESC>C0h

Table 9.4 lists the various ESC key commands that you can use to create a wide range of effects.

The last four ESC commands listed in Table 9.4 are interesting in that they do not affect the 

window on the screen. Thus you could have a full size screen window but limit where text is 

displayed just by using these commands. For example, the following example would limit the display 

to an area three lines deep and 20 characters wide in the top left comer of the window:

<E SO C3 t
<ESC>C20u

As always, try experimenting for yourself. If you get into problems press < E S C x  to restore the status 

quo!
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Key Effect
<ESC-c> Clear window and turn all modes off.
<ESC>[Om All modes turned off.
<ESC>[lm Bold text enabled.
<ESC>[2m Text colour becomes colour 2 (black).
<ESC>[3m Italic text enabled.
<ESC>[30m Text colour becomes colour 0 (blue).
<ESC>[31m Text colour becomes colour 1 (white).
<ESC>[32m Text colour becomes colour 2 (black).
<ESC>[33m Text colour becomes colour 3 (orange).
<ESC>[4m Underlined text enabled.
<ESC>[40m Background colour becomes colour 0 (blue).
<ESC>[41m Background colour becomes colour 1 (white).
<ESC>[42m Background colour becomes colour 2 (black).
<ESC>[43m Background colour becomes colour 3 (orange).
<ESC>[7m Inverted text enabled.
<ESC>[8m Text becomes invisible (blue on blue).
<ESC>[nu Window becomes 'n' characters wide.
<ESC>[nt Window becomes 'n' lines deep.
<ESC>[nx The left border is set at 'n' pixels.
<ESC>[ny The distance from top is set to 'n' pixels.

Table 9.4. E X  key efforts
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